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Abstract

Dietary ecology is one of the most important drivers of brown bear fitness at the individual and 

population levels. However, researchers do not have an in-depth understanding of the trophic 

niche breadth, diet composition, and seasonal diet variation for most Alaskan populations. I set 

out to better understand multiple facets of brown bear dietary ecology using stable isotope 

analysis (13C & 15N) as the primary tool to infer brown bear diet and gain insights into their 

trophic niche, dietary seasonality, dietary generalism and specialism, and isotopic trophic 

discrimination factors. I determined that using sectioned hair samples is the best practice for 

determining the isotopic trophic niche of brown bears. Additionally, I determined amino acid 

trophic discrimination factors for brown bears and explored the ability to separate salmon species 

in bear diets. I also used stable isotope mixing models with sectioned hair samples to infer 

seasonal dietary patterns of individual bears in five distinct Alaskan ecosystems. Approximately 

one-quarter of bears relied solely on vegetation over multiple years despite access to other 

sources of nutrition; these bears could be considered specialists. Other bears, approximately 

half, switched diets seasonally but had the same pattern of resource use year over year, a 

foraging class that I termed persistent seasonal generalism. Approximately one-quarter of bears 

did not have a persistent dietary pattern across years and could be considered true generalists. 

Most bears appear to have preferred dietary patterns that are persistent through time, which may 

be indicative of foraging inertia; maintaining foraging patterns even when faced with changing 

resource availability due to natural fluctuations, disturbance, or climate change. The sum of this 

work advances our understanding of brown bear dietary ecology from the individual seasonal 

level to population level degrees of generalism and specialism, and the methods developed can 

be applied to many species for which dietary ecology information is difficult to obtain.
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Chapter One: General Introduction

1.1 Dietary ecology of Alaskan brown bears using stable isotope analysis

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) are a widely distributed, highly intelligent, and ecologically 

adaptable omnivore (Pasitschniak-Arts 1993, Bojarska & Selva 2012, Waroff et al. 2017). 

Humans and brown bears have lived in close contact for thousands of years and bears have 

played a significant role in the history and culture of many societies and Indigenous peoples 

(Van Daele et al. 2001). The brown bear population of Alaska is one of the healthiest and most 

abundant globally, and bears play a large role in the lives of many Alaskans. Brown bears have 

been hunted for meat and hides by Alaska Native communities for at least a millennium, and 

elaborate oral histories describe the proper treatment and hunting methods of brown bears 

(Coffing 1992). Brown bears continue to be harvested across Alaska by sport hunters, and the 

State of Alaska engages in predator control of brown bears in some management areas in order to 

increase local abundances of ungulate species, a practice which remains controversial to this day 

(Van Ballenberghe 2006). More recently, brown bears have come to play an important role for 

tourism in many places, particularly in national parks such as Lake Clark and Katmai in Alaska. 

In Yellowstone National Park, brown bear conservation has acted as an umbrella for the 

protection of other species. A growing body of research shows that brown bears act as 

ecosystem engineers and have broad impacts on nutrient transport (Quinn et al. 2018, Levi et al. 

2020, Walsh et al. 2020) and the abundance of prey species (Quinn et al. 2018). Many of the 

Alaskan brown bear populations live in largely intact habitat, but the possibility of development 

in some areas is imminent (Hilderbrand et al. 2018) and the potential for human-bear conflict is 

likely, which can impact multiple facets of brown bear ecology, alter dietary ecology, and 

ultimately increase bear mortality (Steyaert et al. 2016). For all the above reasons, 
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understanding the ecology of brown bears is a vital aspect of their conservation and 

management.

Dietary ecology is one of the most important drivers of brown bear fitness at the 

individual and population level. Hilderbrand et al. (1999) showed that body size in an Alaskan 

brown bear population was primarily a function of access to high quality protein, particularly 

salmon (Oncorhyncus spp.) Many brown bear populations are known to have a largely plant

based diet. Brown bears are highly omnivorous, however, and some populations have been 

documented to utilize as many as 200 different diet resources (Gunther et al. 2014). Even 

without access to salmon, brown bears use multiple resources to achieve optimal dietary balances 

of macro and micronutrients (Erlenbach et al. 2014). Although nutritional ecology is one of the 

most important aspects of brown bear life history, researchers do not have an in-depth 

understanding of the diet composition and seasonal diet variation for most Alaskan populations.

Alaskan brown bears inhabit a wide spectrum of ecosystems, from the southeastern 

temperate coastal rainforest to Arctic montane tundra (Mcloughlin et al. 2000, Hilderbrand et al. 

2018). The diversity of habitats is matched by a variety of potential dietary items spanning 

almost the full range of trophic positions. Common perceptions of bear diets center around a 

high trophic level with salmon and ungulates being their primary foods, but Alaskan brown bears 

eat sedges, berries, small rodents, insects, freshwater and marine fish, marine invertebrates, and 

even pinnipeds and cetaceans (Bojarska and Selva 2012). Although the diversity of resources 

used by brown bears is generally known, determining the diets of individual bears is a more 

difficult task. Alaskan brown bears are solitary and have large home ranges, often in remote 

areas with little or no road access. Directly observing brown bears in the wild for extended 

periods of time is therefore laborious and has rarely been done. Ecologists must turn to other 
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methods to elucidate bears' diets. Scat analysis has been used for many decades but can only 

shed light on a short window of diet and is biased against easily digestible items (Klare et al. 

2011). Stable isotope analysis has become one of the most powerful tools used to study bear diet 

without direct observation and can complement other methods of dietary estimation (Boecklen et 

al. 2011). In this dissertation I explore multiple means of using stable isotope analysis to 

understand Alaskan brown bear diet, with applications that can be expanded to many other 

species and populations.

1.2 Aim, terms and scope of the dissertation

The focus of this dissertation is to study diet in a mammalian omnivore, the brown bear, in a 

diverse set of ecosystems by taking advantage of stable isotope diet forensics. Stable isotopes of 

the light elements that make up organic molecules (C,N,O,H,S) are present in all natural systems. 

The relative abundance of the heavy isotope (for example, 13C, 15N) varies by element but is 

generally far less abundant than the lighter and most common isotope (12C, 14N). The heavy 

carbon isotope, 13C, makes up only 1.11 % of all carbon found on Earth (West et al. 2006). There 

is enough of the heavy isotope present in most biotic systems, however, to quantify its relative 

abundance by mass spectrometry. Additionally, due to differing kinetics and bond strengths, the 

heavy isotope moves through biotic systems differently than the light isotope and results in 

differing ratios of the light to heavy isotope in reactants and products of biochemical processes. 

The sum of all these processes results in different pools of elements (marine vs. aquatic, 

atmospheric vs. terrigenous, plant vs. animal) having different isotopic ratios for a given 

element. As each of these pools is transformed and moves through biotic systems, stable 

isotopes can act as a tracer of all the ecological processes within the system and help us elucidate 
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energetic pathways, trophic relationships, and many other dynamic relationships. Peterson and 

Fry (1987), Gannes et al. (1997), and Post (2002) provide a more in-depth review of the 

fundamentals and applications of stable isotopes in ecological research.

This research will use three tools of stable isotope ecology to study the diet of Alaskan brown 

bears. The first, niche breadth modeling, uses the stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen to 

create a two-dimensional isotopic niche for an individual or population. Chapter two of this 

dissertation explores this topic. This chapter has been published in the journal Isotopes in 

Environmental and Health Studies in July of 2020 (Rogers et al. 2020). Stable isotope data from 

samples of consumers' tissues are plotted in two-dimensional isotopic space. A Bayesian 

statistical model (SIBER, Jackson et al. 2011) is then used to create an elliptical space that 

represents the consumer or population's core isotopic niche. The size and relative location of the 

elliptical niche can be compared across populations or through time in order to infer changes in 

foraging ecology or differences in resource use and foraging preferences.

Isotopic niche breadth modeling (an estimate of the extent of population's dietary 

resource use) has not been done for any Alaskan bear populations to date. Determining current 

isotopic niches for Alaskan bears would allow researchers to compare any future isotopic niche 

states to past levels and determine if any populations' niches have changed over time (Newsome 

et al. 2007). Additionally, the work herein will rely on hair samples collected from bears to 

estimate isotopic niche breadth. The use of hair samples in isotopic niche modeling has not been 

fully explored. One question that remains is whether whole hair samples produce the same 

estimates of isotopic niche breadth when compared to smaller sections of the same hair analyzed 

individually. Using smaller sections of hair for isotopic analysis can provide information about 

changes in diet on a finer timescale than the whole hair. Isotopic analysis of sectioned hair may 
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give insight into seasonal changes in diet not available when a whole hair is analyzed and may 

therefore produce a different estimate of isotopic niche breadth. In Chapter two I analyze 

whether whole hair samples produce a different estimate of isotopic niche breadth compared to 

serially-sectioned hair samples.

Dietary mixing models are the second tool of stable isotope ecology to be utilized in this 

research and will be a focus of Chapter three. All stable isotope mixing models work in the same 

fundamental way: if several isotopically distinct sources are contributing to an end-product 

mixture, I can use a mathematical model to determine the proportional contribution of each 

source to the mixture. Stable isotope mixing models are useful in numerous contexts - they can 

be used to determine pollution sources into natural systems (Zhang et al. 2020), trace water 

sources such as ground water versus precipitation inputs into lakes and rivers (Xue et al. 2012), 

tundra plant water sources-snow melt water versus rain (Jespersen et al. 2018), as well as 

determining the contributions of different sources to a consumer's diet (Hillis et al. 2020), among 

many other applications. Stable isotope mixing models have improved over the past two decades, 

from early versions that were simple two or three source models with little or no incorporation of 

error (Phillips 2001), to recent Bayesian applications that accommodate many isotopic sources 

and incorporate multiple sources of uncertainty into the model (Stock et al. 2018).

Chapter three will focus on the use of Bayesian stable isotope mixing models to estimate 

the diet of brown bears in five biogeographically distinct Alaskan ecosystems, and I will use that 

data to determine the degree of dietary generalism and specialism within these populations. The 

target journal for this chapter is Nature Ecology and Evolution. I will estimate the proportional 

contribution of different prey resources to bear diet at both the site level and the individual level 

for each year of sampling. Additionally, I will use serially-sectioned hair samples to determine 
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dietary preferences on a seasonal scale and to make inferences about individual bears' seasonal 

changes in diet. For bears that are collared and recaptured in subsequent years, annual seasonal 

dietary data will then be used to make inferences about individual bears foraging strategies.

Chapter three also investigates the degrees of dietary specialism and generalism present 

in five study populations. Brown bears are known generalists (Gunther et al. 2004), but the 

dietary habits and extent of dietary generalism and specialism within individual bears has not 

been studied in a rigorous or quantitative fashion, and a generalist population may be composed 

of individuals that inhabit a continuum of foraging habits from specialists to generalists (Vander 

Zanden et al. 2010). I will attempt to determine if there are common dietary pattens shared by 

bears in some or all of our study areas using Latent Class Analysis. I will then examine the 

dietary classes of bears sampled in multiple years to determine if they have consistent dietary 

habits and where those habits fall on a continuum of dietary specialism to generalism. Lastly, I 

will then scale these results to determine proportions of specialists and generalists at the site and 

population levels.

The fourth chapter will focus on determining carbon isotope trophic discrimination 

factors (TDFs) for amino acids in bear diets. Amino acid compound-specific isotope analysis 

(AA-CSIA) is one of the frontiers in stable isotope ecology. Most research in stable isotope 

ecology uses ‘bulk' tissues such as whole blood or whole muscle samples which yields 

information about total assimilated nutrition but gives little insight into specific biochemical 

pathways (Martinez del Rio et al. 2009). Trophic discrimination factors are the isotopic offset 

between diet and consumer, and determining the TDFs for individual amino acid species will 

allow researchers to gain a better understanding of how stable isotopic species are routed through 

an animal's tissues (Larsen et al. 2013, McMahon et al. 2013, McMahon et al. 2016, Pethybridge 
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et al. 2018). Chapter four of this dissertation details the results of a controlled feeding trial with 

captive brown bears in Alaska and determines the empirical TDFs from diet to two blood 

fractions, plasma and red blood cells.

Chapter four also explores the ability to discern dietary sources with identical bulk 

isotopic signatures by means of AA-CSIA. Salmon of different species (Pink; Oncorhyncus 

gorbuscha, Sockeye; O. nerka, and Chum; O. keta) may share the same bulk stable isotope 

signature, making them indistinguishable in Bayesian stable isotope mixing models (Mowat and 

Heard 2006). The use of AA-CSIA to analyze different salmon species' muscle tissue may allow 

researchers to differentiate these sources in bears' diets. Salmon caught during the 2019 

International Year of the Salmon Survey are analyzed for their bulk carbon and nitrogen isotopic 

signature, and individuals with statistically identical bulk isotope signatures are chosen to be 

analyzed for AA-CSIA to determine of the added dimensions of amino acid isotopes allow these 

dietary sources to be differentiated.

The collective impact of these studies will be applicable to Alaskan brown bear 

management in multiple ways. Stable isotopic trophic niche breadth monitoring can be used by 

managers or conservation organizations to assess if localized bear diets have shifted in time due 

to human perturbation, development, changing dietary resource abundance, or climate change. 

Determining seasonal dietary patterns for individual bears may be able to aid managers in 

understanding if some individuals play an outsized role in ungulate mortality where subsistence 

hunting for ungulate species is a vital form of food gathering for Indigenous or other human 

communities. Additionally, determining which food resources are seasonally dominant for a 

brown bear population may allow managers to better protect those dietary sources during the 

times when bears need them most, be it by preserving habitat such as vegetation or by restricting 
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human hunting and consumptive use of brown bear forage species at times when humans and 

bears are seeking the same resources.
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Chapter Two: Splitting hairs: dietary niche breadth modeling using stable isotope analysis 

of a sequentially grown tissue1.

2.1 Abstract

Stable isotope data from durable, sequentially-grown tissues (e.g. hair, claw, and baleen) are 

commonly used for modelling dietary niche breadth. The use of tissues grown over multiple 

months to years, however, has the potential to complicate isotopic niche breadth modelling, as 

time-averaged stable isotope signals from whole tissues may obscure information available from 

chronologically-resolved stable isotope signals from serially sectioned tissues.

We determined if whole samples of brown bear guard hair, a durable, sequentially-grown tissue 

produced different isotopic niche breadth estimates than those produced from subsampled, 

serially-sectioned samples of the same tissue from the same set of individuals. We sampled 

guard hair from brown bears (Ursus arctos) in four regions of Alaska with disparate 

biogeographies and dietary resource availability. Whole hair and serially-sectioned hair samples 

were used to produce paired isotopic dietary niche breadth estimates for each region in the 

SIBER Bayesian modelling framework in R.

Isotopic data from serially-sectioned hair consistently produced larger estimates of isotopic 

dietary niche breadth than isotopic data from whole hair samples. Serial sampling captures finer-

1 Rogers, M. C., Hilderbrand, G. V., Gustine, D. D., Joly, K., Leacock, W. B., Mangipane, B. A., 

& Welker, J. M. (2020). Splitting hairs: dietary niche breadth modelling using stable isotope 

analysis of a sequentially grown tissue. Isotopes in Environmental and Health Studies, 56(4), 

358-369.
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scale changes in diet and when cumulatively used to estimate isotopic niche breadth, the serially 

sampled isotopic data more fully captures dietary variability and true isotopic niche breadth.

2.2 Introduction

Stable isotope analysis (SIA) of animal tissues is a commonly used method to generate 

data for studying dietary ecology. Stable isotope data can be used infer diet from the individual 

level up to the population level [1,2] and has been used to study diet across a diverse spectrum of 

taxa [3,4,5]. Durable, sequentially-grown tissues are particularly valuable for diet inference 

studies. Keratinous tissues (e.g. hair, claw, and baleen) are commonly used for this purpose [6

9] because they are inert and are not biologically modified over time [10,11]. Keratinous tissues 

therefore preserve stable isotopic information about physiology and assimilated diet. 

Sequentially grown tissues can be serially sampled, meaning that they can be divided into 

smaller pieces or sections and the individual sections can be analyzed to understand the 

consumer's diet at a smaller time scale than the growth period of the whole sample. Serial 

sampling of keratinous tissues has been used to help understand diet in hard to sample wild 

animals that range over inaccessible terrain or in the open ocean for hundreds to thousands of 

miles [9,12,13].

Stable isotope data are also frequently used to estimate dietary niche breadth [1,14,15]. 

Dietary niche breadth is a measure of an individual or population's diversity of dietary sources. 

Consumers with a narrow dietary niche may have a very specialized diet or may utilize a single 

species or resource for their nutritional needs, while consumers with a broad dietary niche may 

have a broad range of potential dietary items and display flexibility in foraging ecology [16,17]. 
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While this idea is easy to conceptualize, quantitative measures of niche breadth can be difficult 

to generate [18].

Durable, sequentially grown tissues (for example: hair, claw, baleen, or whiskers) have 

great potential for use in isotopic dietary niche breadth modeling. However, the long growth 

period of durable tissue, such as hair, introduces potential bias into isotopic dietary niche breadth 

models depending on weather the tissue is sampled serially or not. In the case that an animal's 

diet composition changes through time, a portion or section of the sequentially grown sample 

representing the desired time frame of dietary incorporation may be analyzed to infer diet. For 

example, one centimeter of whisker represents ten days of whisker growth in the early stages of 

whisker development in northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) [11]. If, on the other 

hand, the whole sample (that is, a full hair) is analyzed and the data is used in a dietary niche 

breadth model, then information about changes in diet through time may be lost or obscured. A 

simple theoretical example would be an individual that undergoes a seasonal dietary switch 

halfway through the time of hair growth from primarily eating a diet item with a δ15N value near 

0‰ to eating a diet item with a δ15N value near 10‰. If a whole hair sample from this 

individual were analyzed, it would yield a value of approximately 5‰ or even lower due to the 

lag of isotopic incorporation associated with hair growth [19]. When scaled to a larger group of 

individuals, the estimate of niche breadth from whole hair samples would be narrower than the 

niche from sectioned hair data.

If a consumer has a narrow dietary niche breadth and a consistent diet through the entire 

period of tissue growth, then a sequentially grown tissue such as hair may give comparable 

estimates of isotopic niche breadth when analyzed whole or when analyzed in segments. There 

seems to be no chance of overestimating isotopic niche breadth when analyzing whole tissue 
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samples. However, in many cases for consumers with large isotopic dietary niches and 

temporally variable diet, niche breadth estimates generated from whole tissues have the potential 

to underestimate niche breadth compared to estimates made from the total pool of data generated 

from serially sectioned analysis of the same tissue (all of the data from individual segments as 

separate samples used to create an isotopic niche breadth estimate). Few if any studies to date 

have determined if using sectioned analysis of inert, sequentially grown tissues improves dietary 

niche breadth modeling resolution when compared to the results of whole samples.

The brown bear (Ursus arctos) is an excellent test species for investigating potential bias 

in isotopic niche breadth modeling based on sequentially grown tissues because it is omnivorous, 

many of its diet items are isotopically distinct, and it has significant seasonal changes in diet 

composition [20-21]. Our study examines differences in dietary niche breadth estimates based on 

stable isotope ratios of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) of whole versus sectioned brown bear hair 

tissue. We determined paired diet niche breadth estimates for Alaskan brown bears using both 

whole and sectioned hair analyses in order to answer the following question: does the use of 

serially sectioned hair isotopic data produce a different estimate of dietary niche breadth 

compared to whole hair isotopic data from the same bears? We hypothesized that sectioned 

analysis of brown bear guard hair will produce larger niche breadth estimates than niche breadth 

estimates from whole hairs and will better capture the true range of resource use in this species.
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Study area and population descriptions

Adult brown bears were captured (n = 126) at Gates of the Arctic National Park and 

Preserve (GAAR), Lake Clark National Park and Preserve (LACL), Katmai National Park and 

Preserve (KATM), and in the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (KOD) in Alaska from 2014

2016 (Figure 2.1). Bear samples used for this study were captured either in the early part of the 

active season (April-May) when whole hair samples from the previous year's growth were still 

available or in the fall (October) when full hairs from the same year's growth were available. 

These sites represent a wide range of bioclimatic regions and prey resource bases and have been 

previously described by [22]. Bears in GAAR within the central Brooks Range experience an 

Arctic climate with long winters, short growing seasons, sub-freezing annual mean temperatures, 

and inhabit primarily alpine tundra or barren ground landscapes with relatively low productivity 

[23,24]. Vegetation is a main diet item for GAAR bears, and access to salmon or other fish 

resources are not as abundant as in the more southern coastal areas of Alaska. LACL and KATM 

are situated in near proximity to each other in coastal southcentral Alaska but have somewhat 

differing climatology, geography, and resources. The LACL region is geographically divided 

north to south by the Chigmit Mountains. The western region of LACL, where the samples for 

this study were taken, has a more interior-like climate and geography, with deciduous and 

coniferous forests and a variety of shrub and grass communities [25]. The study region in KATM 

is more concentrated and is primarily centered on the eastern coast. The climate in both LACL 

and KATM is more moderate than in GAAR, with an annual temperature range from -11 °C in 

January to 13 °C in July [26] and annual mean temperature near 2-3 °C [27]. Bears in LACL 

have access to a variety of forage resources, including dense vegetation such as sedges and fruit
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bearing plants, large runs of multiple Pacific salmon species (Oncorhynchus spp. , hereafter 

salmon), primarily sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) from the Bristol Bay region 

throughout the summer and fall, and multiple ungulate species in the interior [22]. The bears of 

the KATM coast have access to a similar range of vegetation and salmon resources, with the 

additional possibility of shellfish and other marine resources in the intertidal zones. Because of 

these ample resources, KATM is home to one of the highest densities of brown bears in the 

world [28].

KOD is on Kodiak Island in the Gulf of Alaska. The area has a mixed coastal temperate 

and sub-arctic maritime climatic regime of moderate annual mean temperatures, variable weather 

due to topographic gradients, and high annual precipitation [29]. Kodiak supports a high 

diversity of plant resources including shrub-grass-forb complexes, moist tundra, alpine and 

nearshore marine vegetation [30]. Sitka black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus sitkensis) are 

the most abundant terrestrial meat source. Kodiak has runs of five species of Pacific salmon 

throughout the summer and fall that support bear growth to masses rarely seen elsewhere 

[31,32].

2.3.2 Bear capture & sampling

During bear captures, an immobilizing drug was used (Telazol®[tiletamine hydrochloride 

and zolazepam hydrochloride], Fort Dodge Animal Health, Overland Park, Kansas) and 

delivered via a dart system fired from a helicopter [33]. Samples were collected using protocols 

approved by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Alaska Science Center, Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee (Assurance # 298739-2) as described in [22]. Guard hair samples 

(complete with root) were collected from the between the shoulder blades with pliers and were 

stored in a -20°C freezer until analysis. Samples were collected from the same location on each 
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bear to minimize variability in hair length between individuals, due to the fact that guard hair 

length, and potentially hair growth rate, varies depending on location on the body [34]. Exact 

growth rates of brown bear hair have not been well quantified but have been estimated in the 

range of 1-2 cm per month for well nourished bears (G. Hilderbrand pers. comm.)

2.3.3 Stable isotope analysis

Hair samples were processed using methods employed in previous stable isotope studies 

of mammalian and bear hair [35-38]. Hair samples were washed overnight in a 2:1 chloroform

methanol solution to remove any surficial contaminants, rinsed in purified and deionized water, 

and oven dried at 50°C for 24 hours. Whole hair samples were packed into 3.5 x 5 mm tin 

sample cups (Costech, Valencia, CA). For the sectioned hair analysis, individual hair shafts were 

divided into 2-cm sections using a surgical grade steel razor blade starting from the proximal 

section (that is, root) of the hair. On average, guard hairs were approximately 8-10 cm long, 

which yielded 4-5 segments for most bears. Only hairs with an intact follicle were used to be 

certain that the base of the hair was represented. Segments were pooled from approximately 6-8 

hairs for each 2-cm section within an individual bear. All segments from the same distance from 

the root were packed into a tin sample cup to obtain sufficient material for analysis (~ 1 mg). All 

samples were weighed on a Sartorius ME5 microbalance (Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany).

Hair samples were analyzed for isotopic ratios of carbon and nitrogen (δ13C and δ15N, 

respectively) using a Costech ECS 4010 elemental analyzer (Costech, Valencia CA) in line with 

a ThermoFinnigan DeltaPlus XP continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (CF-IRMS; 

Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany), which was scale calibrated on the basis of 

contemporaneously analysed isotopic reference materials of accepted δ values relative to the 

appropriate reference scale acting as scale anchors. The isotopic reference materials used were 
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supplied by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA-N-1, δ15N = 0.4±0.2 ‰; IAEA-CH- 

7, δ13C = -32.151±0.050 ‰; IAEA-CH-3, δ13C = -24.724±0.041 ‰) and the United States 

Geological Survey (USGS25, δ13C = -34.58±0.06 ‰ , δ15N =-0.94±0.16‰; USGS40, δ13C = - 

26.389±0.042 ‰ , δ15N = -4.5±0.1 ‰; USGS41, δ13C = +37.626±0.049 ‰ , δ15N = 47.6±0.2 

‰;). All scale calibrations had regression coefficients of determination (r2) of 0.999 or higher. 

Internal laboratory standards were included with all samples as quality controls; all error data are 

SD (purified methionine, Alfa Aesar, δ13C = -34.58±0.06 ‰ , δ15N =-0.94±0.16‰; homogenized 

Chinook salmon muscle, UAA Stable Isotope Lab, δ13C =-19.27±0.05‰, δ15N =15.56±0.13‰). 

Relative stable isotope abundance values are reported in δ notation and are given as per mil 

values (‰.)

2.3.4 Isotopic niche breadth modeling

Isotopic niche breadth was modeled using a Bayesian framework employing an ellipse

based approach in the Stable Isotope Bayesian Ellipses in R (SIBER) package [15] in R [39]. 

Metrics of isotopic niche breadth were generated for all bears from both segmented and whole 

hair data. The same metrics were then generated for each site to determine site-specific 

comparisons of niche breadth for whole and sectioned hair data. For each analysis, SIBER 

generated the Bayesian Standard Ellipse Area (SEAb), an estimate of isotopic niche generated by 

running 100,000 Markov-chain Monte Carlo iterations and generating a 95 % credible interval 

(CI) for SEAb. The isotopic niche generated by whole and segmented hair samples for the entire 

population or individual sites were determined to be significantly different when the 95 % CIs 

did not overlap (α = 0.05).

The experimental design of this study does not necessarily have to meet some of the same 

criteria required of isotopic diet studies in wild populations. Primary among these is the need to 
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establish an isotopic baseline in the system. This study does not necessitate the determination of 

an isotopic baseline across or within populations. The primary purpose of this work is the 

comparison of niche breadth estimates from the same sample analyzed in two different ways, 

sectioned versus whole, at the population level and at the regional level. The isotopic baseline is 

the same for sectioned versus whole samples for each of the pairwise comparisons of niche 

breadth estimates, since the hair samples come from the same bears in the same location at the 

same time. Another factor that affects SIA studies in wild populations but does not apply to this 

study is growth rate of the sequentially grown tissue. Understanding growth rate is vital to 

knowing the timeframe over which a tissue is constructed and therefore understanding the 

timeframe of dietary incorporation into a tissue. However, we are comparing pairs of samples 

that were grown at the same rate, since each pair is from the same bear at the same time, and our 

pairwise comparisons of niche breadth are valid regardless of growth rate.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Bear capture and stable isotope analysis

We captured and obtained hair samples from 131 individual bears for isotopic analysis. 

Whole hair specimen isotopic values spanned approximately 10‰ in δ15N (3.6 to 13.7‰) and 

5‰ in δ13C (-18.1 to -23.0‰). The sectioned hair isotopic values varied substantially more, 

spanning 15.3‰ in δ15N (0.6 to 15.9‰) and 9.3‰ in δ13C (-14.9 to -24.2‰; Table 2.1). 

Sectioned hair samples also showed a large degree of heterogeneity in the pattern of isotopic 

values along the shaft for both individual bears and at the population level. Mean δ15N values 

for each section at each site and three individual bears' sectioned hair results are shown as
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examples in Figure 2.2. Some individuals had consistent isotopic values along the entire hair 

shaft, both at the high and low end of observed isotopic values. Other individuals had variable 

patterns of relative isotopic enrichment and depletion along the hair shaft. Multiple individuals 

had a range of values (2.6 to 14.5‰ δ15N) along the hair shaft that were nearly as large as the 

range among all bears analyzed.

2.4.2 Isotopic dietary niche breadth estimates

For all bears pooled together across sites the dietary niche breadth estimates produced by 

sectioned hair samples was significantly larger than that produced from whole hair samples 

(Table 2.2). For each site, the mean dietary niche breadth estimate derived from sectioned hair 

data was larger than the estimate derived from whole hair data (Table 2.2), but the difference was 

only significant at GAAR and KATM. An example of the SEAc ellipses generated for KATM 

bears are shown in Figure 2.3. The dietary niche breadth of bears from KATM and LACL 

derived from sectioned hair samples was nearly as large as the dietary niche breadth for the 

entire set of bears. Niche breadth areas determined for GAAR and KOD were significantly 

smaller (α = 0.05, p<0.01).

2.5 Discussion

The use of stable isotope data from serially-sectioned bear hair generated significantly 

larger estimates of isotopic niche breadth than whole hair data and gave a more accurate 

estimation of true isotopic niche breadth. This was true for the total sampled population and for 

half of the site-level analyses (Table 2.2). The overall population of bears sampled in this study 

occupy a wide range of habitats and have a correspondingly large range of potential diet items 
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that span multiple trophic levels, from a variety of vegetation types such as sedges and berries, to 

intertidal invertebrates, multiple species of salmon, and terrestrial ungulates [24,31]. 

Furthermore, many of these diet items have varying seasonal abundance and availability. Our 

results show that the dietary variability which is captured by sectional analysis of hair is not 

replicated by analyzing whole hairs.

In all regions, the sectioned hair isotopic data yielded larger mean estimates of isotopic 

niche breadth than the whole hair isotopic data, and at two of the sites (GAAR and KATM) the 

difference was statistically significant. Two of the sites (GAAR and KOD) had relatively smaller 

isotopic niche breadth estimates compared to the others (LACL and KATM). Despite the bears at 

these two sites having a smaller breadth of resource use, the sectioned hair analysis still managed 

to capture more of the intra-site dietary variability.

Some bears appear to be switching seasonally from a predominantly plant-based diet 

(approximately -2 to 0 ‰ δ15N) to a predominantly salmon-based diet (approximately 10 to 12 

‰ δ15N). Salmon are a temporally-limited resource in many systems but are one of the most 

important factors in determining brown bear size and productivity [22]. However, some bears 

will preferentially choose fruits over salmon when both are available, which may help the bear 

meet broader optimal macronutrient or micronutrient needs [32,40-42]. Thus, the complex life 

history and foraging behavior of brown bears requires a sampling method which can capture the 

temporal variability inherent in many bear populations' diets. The whole hair niche breadth 

analysis results in a loss of information about the seasonality of diet and shorter time-scale 

deviations in foraging ecology. Items consumed for a short time may still be vitally important 

for an animal's overall nutritional ecology, such as the diet of brown bears upon den emergence.
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Researchers must determine the time scale of diet inference that is desired in a study, 

combined with the time scale of inference possible due to growth and equilibration within the 

tissue, and plan the experimental sampling design accordingly. Potential considerations for 

sampling design are the timing of seasonally available diet items and likelihood of consumption, 

as well as the growth rate and architecture of the tissue. A final consideration is the isotopic 

equilibration time of the tissue. If diet switches occur more rapidly than the tissue can 

incorporate those changes, the resultant isotopic signature in the tissue would not fully capture 

the diet variability and could complicate the analysis. By the same token, studies based on slow 

turnover tissues (e.g., muscle) may also be underestimating niche breadth. Species-specific 

isotopic equilibration rates would be necessary to help determine the time frame of dietary 

integration into tissue and could help improve estimates of isotopic niche breadth.

Use of sectional analysis of sequentially grown tissues may not always be necessary to 

fully capture an animal's isotopic foraging niche. We can envision a scenario in which an animal 

has a consistent dietary source throughout the duration of tissue (e.g. hair) growth. Sectional 

analysis of an isotopically consistent hair will not yield a broader estimation of isotopic niche 

than analysis of the whole hair, as in bears from KOD. Analysis of whole hair is less time 

consuming from a sample preparation perspective and is correspondingly more economical in 

cases where it is warranted.

The results of this study may be useful to researchers hoping to inform management of 

brown bears and consumers more generally. Brown bear hair is generally known to grow during 

a portion of the active season, approximately from May to October in healthy bears with 

adequate nutrition [43]. Tracking brown bear dietary niche breadth across spatial and temporal 

scales can allow managers to monitor the breadth of resource use within a population and 
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identify when or where bears or other consumers may have lost access to a resource. 

Determining if a subpopulation of animals has a narrow dietary niche would allow wildlife 

managers to better conserve those dietary resources in a targeted manner during certain seasons, 

ensuring that consumers have access to prey without competing with human consumption of the 

same prey base [44,45] or prioritizing conservation of habitat which is essential to brown bear or 

other consumer forage species [46].

Sequentially-grown tissues such as hair allow for the monitoring of diet with minimal 

sampling. A hair sample can be taken using passive means as such as hair snares. If comparisons 

of niche breadth will be made across individuals, sampling should ideally occur within the same 

season and within as close a temporal window as is possible. The stable isotope information 

gained from the hair sample can be used to infer diet over the previous five to six months of hair 

growth, which would otherwise be nearly impossible without direct observation or more frequent 

sampling events. The results of this study can also be applied to any species that produces 

sequentially grown and metabolically inert tissues and has a diverse or seasonally changing diet.

2.6 Conclusions

Both SIA and Bayesian dietary niche breadth estimation methods have grown in 

popularity in recent years [1,47]. As this trend continues, it is necessary that users understand the 

limitations and best practices standards of these methods. Sectional analysis of durable, inert 

tissues can provide finer time scale estimates of diet and reveal seasonal variation that is not 

evident from whole tissue data [47-49]. The results of this study show that the use of serially- 
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sampled sequentially grown tissues can be used to better infer a true estimate of consumer 

dietary niche breadth compared to whole samples of the same tissue.
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Figure 2.1 - National park and preserve & wildlife refuge study areas; Gates of the Arctic NPP 

(GAAR), Lake Clark NPP (LACL), Katmai NPP (KATM) and Kodiak NWR (KOD). This figure 

is reproduced from the Hilderbrand et al. (2018) study of the same populations.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of sectioned hair results across sites and from individual bears. Hair near 

the root is the most recently grown and represents late fall foraging, while hair farthest from the 

root represents spring to early summer foraging. Bears across all sites showed a general trend of 

relative 15N enrichment near the root but at differing magnitudes; KOD bear hair remained more 

enriched throughout the active season of hair growth. All individual bears were sampled at 

LACL in 2014, demonstrating different patterns of resource use within a site and year. Individual 

1 has consistently high δ15N in hair, likely indicating reliance on salmon. Individual 2 has a 

varied δ15N indicating a changing seasonal pattern of resource use. Individual 3 has consistently 

low δ15N indicating a likely reliance on vegetation.
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Figure 2.2 Continued.
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Figure 2.3: Example of isotopic niche ellipses for KATM bear sectioned (black) versus whole 

(red) hair data.
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Table 2.1: Isotopic variability within hair sections across sites. The given N is for the number of 

discrete hair sections sampled at each site, not the number of individual bears. The degree of 

variability within hair samples is a metric of the degree of diet variability within individuals and 

across sites. Site abbreviations are as follows: Gates of the Arctic NP - GAAR; Katmai NP - 

KATM; Lake Clark NP - LACL; Kodiak NWR - KOD.

δ15N δ13C

Site N Mean Max Min Mean Max Min

GAAR 382 5.56 14.73 1.08 -21.98 -17.36 -23.92

KATM 168 7.69 15.94 0.61 -20.49 -14.94 -24.22

LACL 227 8.72 15.55 1.10 -20.57 -17.11 -24.15

KOD 95 12.03 15.31 2.00 -18.77 -16.69 -23.55
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Table 2.2: Results of dietary niche breadth modeling. Values represent the area encompassed by 

the isotopic niche breadth Bayesian ellipse generated in SIBER using whole and sectioned hair 

data. Starred populations indicate significant differences between sectioned and whole hair 

estimate of SEAb (α = 0.05, p<0.01).

Isotopic Dietary Niche Breadth (‰2)

All Bears* GAAR* KATM* LACL KOD

95% CI Upper 8.56 5.90 10.03 9.52 4.09

Sectioned Hair Mean 8.02 5.35 8.60 8.32 3.30

95% CI Lower 7.49 4.83 7.38 7.33 2.73

95% CI Upper 6.81 4.73 7.14 9.35 3.65

Whole hair Mean 5.81 3.71 4.53 7.02 2.12

95% CI Lower 5.02 2.95 3.03 5.29 1.34
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Chapter Three: Creatures of habit? Alaskan brown bear dietary ecology and testing a 

framework for evaluating degrees of individual dietary specialism and generalism1.

1 Rogers M.C., Gustine D.D., Hilderbrand G.V., Joly K., Mangipane B., Brockman C., Leacock 

W., Ferguson J., Welker J.M. (2021) Creatures of habit? Alaskan brown bear dietary ecology and 

testing a framework for evaluating degrees of individual dietary specialism and generalism. 

Prepared for submission to Nature Ecology and Evolution.

3.1 Abstract

A persistent question of dietary ecology is whether populations are composed of 

generalist or specialist individual foragers, and what the fitness and management consequences 

of those strategies are for ecological and evolutionary processes. It is likely, however, that there 

is a gradient of dietary behavior between purely generalist and purely specialist. Alaskan brown 

bears are an excellent test case for studying variation in resource use within a species; they 

exhibit a range of dietary ecology that seemingly covers a continuum of generalism and 

specialism. We use stable isotope analysis of serially-sampled brown bear hair in five Alaskan 

populations, diet mixing models, and Latent Class Analysis to determine the diet of both 

populations and of individual brown bears throughout the course of their active seasons, common 

seasonal dietary patterns across all bears, where repeat-sampled individual bears fall on a 

specialist to generalist continuum, and the broader proportions of specialists and generalists 

across sites. The central finding from this investigation involving approximately 150 bears, 40 of 

which were sampled in multiple years, from 5 populations over a 4 year window, was a small set 

of common seasonal dietary patterns among all bears that constitute a gradient of specialist to 
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generalist behavior. Additionally, most bears had persistent dietary patterns indicative of some 

degree of specialization. At the population level, vegetation and salmon were the foundation of 

bear diets. The most common dietary pattern for individual Alaskan bears was a dominant use of 

plants in the early part of the foraging season, with a mix of salmon and plants throughout the 

remainder of the middle and late active season, which could be considered seasonal generalism. 

Approximately one-third of all bears were classified as having a largely plant-based diet despite 

living in regions with the availability of salmon or other dietary resources, which may be 

indicative of dietary specialization. Approximately one-third of the resampled bears were 

assigned to the plant-dominated diet dietary latent class in all sampling years could be considered 

facultative single-source vegetation specialists. The specialist bears may be pursuing this 

foraging strategy either due to bottom-up pressures of forage availability, or due to top-down 

pressures of competition from other bears or even humans. About half of the resampled bears 

were assigned in all years to latent classes that had common seasonal dietary patterns, which we 

termed persistent seasonal generalists. Finally, only seven out of 39 resampled bears were 

assigned to different dietary classes across sampling years and may represent the proportion of 

‘true' generalists in our study population. For the first time, this comprehensive study of Alaska 

brown bear dietary ecology indicates resource use and consistent dietary patterns by individuals 

and populations that are only accessible by the retrospective study of a durable, sequentially 

grown tissue. The heterogeneity in seasonal dietary patterns within and across sites coupled with 

individual dietary consistency may be a cornerstone of brown bears' ability to successfully 

occupy habitats that range from Arctic tundra to boreal and coastal rainforests.
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3.2 Introduction

Dietary ecology is one of the most important factors determining fitness at both the 

individual and population levels (Lefcheck et al. 2013). Population-level trends in trophic 

relationships are vital for understanding ecosystem energetic pathways and management of 

animal populations. The role of individual dietary variation within populations has been less 

studied, however, and more attention is being focused on its role in wild animals (Raubenheimer 

et al. 2009). The individual is at the confluence of multiple forces - climate, physiology, forage 

availability and quality - which ultimately affect dietary ecology. Understanding the nutrient 

acquisition patterns of individuals allows researchers to better understand the mechanisms 

influencing nutritionally-mediated animal-habitat interactions and how dietary ecology affects 

systems at the population and ecosystem levels (Stanek et al. 2017).

A persistent question of dietary ecology is whether populations are composed of 

generalist or specialist foragers, and what the fitness consequences of those strategies are on 

ecological and evolutionary timescales (Egas et al. 2004). At the broader evolutionary and inter

species level, species can be classified along a continuum of specialization. Shipley et al. (2009) 

proposed a framework for classifying mammalian herbivore species' degree of dietary 

generalism or specialism: obligate generalists → facultative generalists and specialists → 

obligate specialists. These classifications can be applied to a broader range of species than 

mammalian herbivores, however, and can also potentially used to describe the foraging ecology 

of individuals within a species.

Multiple studies have investigated the degree of generalism and specialism within 

individuals' food selection and diet (Vander Zanden et al. 2010, Bolnick et al. 2011, Terraube et 

al. 2014). A seemingly generalist population is often composed of individual specialists (Vander 
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Zanden et al. 2010), although true generalist species are known (Roever et al. 2012). While there 

is evidence that individual specialization may be advantageous in some aspects such as foraging 

efficiency (Terraube et al. 2014), a generalist population may be better adapted to heterogeneous 

landscapes and environmental changes on an evolutionary timescale (McKinney 1997, 

Biesmeijer et al. 2006). However, the evolutionary advantages of generalism versus specialism 

are unclear in many species. Vander Zanden et al. (2010) proposed a conceptual framework for 

classifying individuals and populations based on their tissue stable isotopic composition, but had 

only two categories for individual consumers, either specialist or generalist. It is possible that 

there are more categories and degrees of individual dietary behavior than purely generalist or 

purely specialist and that may include a conceptual continuum framework.

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) are an excellent test case for studying variation in resource 

use and the degrees of generalism and specialism within a species. Dietary ecology is one of the 

most important drivers of brown bear fitness at the individual and population level. Body size in 

Alaskan brown bear populations is primarily a function of access to high quality protein, 

particularly salmon (Oncorhyncus spp.; Hilderbrand et al. 1999). Brown bears as a species are 

omnivorous, however, and some populations have been documented to utilize as many as 200 

different dietary resources (Gunther et al. 2004). Even without access to salmon, brown bears 

can use multiple resources to achieve optimal dietary balances of macro- and micronutrients 

(Erlenbach et al. 2014) and female bears gain enough endogenous nutrient reserves to survive, 

gestate, and nurse their young throughout winter fasting and dormancy (López-Alfaro et al. 

2013). Additionally, many brown bear populations subsist on a plant-based diet (Robbins et al. 

2004, Mowat and Heard 2006). Although dietary ecology is one of the most important aspects of 

brown bear life history, an in-depth understanding of population-specific diet composition, 
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seasonal diet variation within individuals, and degree of dietary generalism and specialism 

remains lacking.

Brown bear foraging habits place them in the facultative portion of the dietary spectrum 

(Bojarska and Selva 2012). Bears are not obligate specialists, unlike obligate carnivores such as 

members of the big cat families (Felidae spp., Ullrey 2005), or obligate specialist folivores as 

Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) are with Eucalyptus and other vegetative species (Martin and 

Handasyde 1999). Brown bears are facultative generalists at the species level; they have the 

physiological and behavioral flexibility to utilize a range of dietary resources (Gunther et al. 

2004, Munro et al. 2006). We have little quantitative information, however, about the annual 

seasonal dietary habits of individual bears in the wild. It is likely that there is a continuum of 

dietary ecology within brown bear individuals. Some bears may have persistent dietary patterns 

and could be considered ‘single source facultative specialists', utilizing a single dietary source or 

class throughout all of the active season and year over year. We use the term ‘specialist' in the 

same sense of Vander Zanden et al. (2010) as being an individual that uses a relatively limited 

fraction of the possible range of dietary items in its ecosystem (vegetation and not salmon, for 

example), not necessarily an individual that uses one species of plant. Other brown bear 

individuals may switch diets on a more frequent basis, both within and across years. One 

seasonal dietary pattern which is presumed to be common among Alaskan bears is beginning the 

active season eating vegetation in the spring and transitioning to salmon species when they return 

to river systems in mid-summer. Bears with seasonal patterns of diet switching that use more 

than one dietary resource type, e.g. both vegetation and salmon, would be considered generalists. 

If some fraction of those seasonal generalists have the same behavior from year to year and do 

not easily change their habits, then they may fall into a gray area of generalism that is less 
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flexible than we might believe. For the following work, we will refer to these individuals as 

‘persistent seasonal generalists.' Bears that switch their dietary patterns from year to year could 

be termed ‘true facultative generalists'. We do not, however, have a framework of inferring these 

habits and little work has been done to classify common brown bear seasonal dietary patterns or 

understand the degree of specialism or generalism within brown bear individuals.

Determining the diets of individual bears over the full course of an active season or over 

multiple years is a difficult task. Robbins et al. (2004) stated that stable isotope analysis was the 

single most important development in nutritional ecology in the previous two decades, and this 

may hold true two decades later. Stable isotope analysis of sequentially grown tissues (for 

example: claw, hair, whiskers) is a widely-utilized tool for dietary studies that has the potential 

to provide insight into longer timeframes (months to years) of brown bear dietary ecology with 

resolution at the level of weeks to months (Mizukami et al. 2005, Rogers et al. 2015). 

Information about seasonal variation in bear diet inferred from long-lived tissues such as hair can 

then be used to determine if an individual bear is a dietary specialist or generalist, which can be 

scaled to then determine population-level proportions of generalists versus specialists.

An additional problem in the study of degrees of dietary specialization is the lack of 

quantitative tools to classify different categories of generalists versus specialists. One tool that 

has not been widely utilized in dietary ecology is Latent Class Analysis (LCA). Like Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), LCA is a data reduction technique that captures the variance of a 

large data set in a smaller set of parameters. Unlike PCA, however, LCA is used to identify 

unobservable, or latent, subgroups within a population, whereas PCA is a reduced linear 

combination of the original variables (Collins and Lanza 2009). Latent Class Analysis has been 
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used previously to study dietary patterns and preferences (Padmadas et al. 2006, Fahey et al. 

2007, Sotres-Alvarez et al. 2010), but has rarely been applied to wildlife populations.

We set out to create a framework for studying individual dietary variation and evaluating 

the degree of dietary generalism and specialism in a long-lived and difficult to observe species. 

We examine Alaskan brown bears as a model species and determine population-level and 

individual dietary ecology of bears in five contrasting ecosystems. We use stable isotope analysis 

of serially-sampled bear hair, diet mixing models, and Latent Class Analysis to specifically 

determine 1) site-level dietary proportions, 2) the diet of individual brown bears throughout the 

course of their active seasons and any common seasonal dietary patterns across all bears, 3) the 

number of latent dietary classes among all bears when their dietary patterns are categorized by 

season and primary dietary source, 4) where repeat-sampled individual bears fall on a facultative 

specialist to generalist scale of single source specialist -> persistent seasonal generalist -> true 

generalist and 5) the proportion of these specialist and generalist bears at the broader population 

level according to dietary patterns and LCA. We hypothesize that we will find common seasonal 

diet patterns across all bear populations, and that the LCA will find a similar number of latent 

classes that correspond to dietary patterns which can be placed on the continuum of facultative 

dietary generalism to specialism. If successful, this framework can be applied to any species for 

which it is difficult to obtain dietary information and has hair or similar tissues that are grown 

sequentially.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Study Areas and Population Descriptions

Adult brown bears were captured at Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve 

(henceforth Arctic montane), Lake Clark National Park and Preserve (coastal-interior), Katmai 

National Park and Preserve (coastal), Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (Kodiak Island), and in 

the Nelchina River Basin (interior) in Alaska from 2013-2017 (Figure 3.1). These sites represent 

a wide range of bioclimatic regions and prey bases. Arctic montane bears experience an Arctic 

climate, inhabit alpine tundra or barren ground landscapes, and have access to grasses and forbs, 

ungulates, and some salmon (Hilderbrand et al. 2018). Coastal-interior bears in the western 

region of Lake Clark National Park live in a more interior-like climate and geography but with 

access to coastal regions with lake and river systems. Coastal-interior bears have access to a 

variety of forage resources, ranging from sedges and fruit-bearing plants, large runs of multiple 

salmon species (Oncorhynchus spp.), and multiple ungulate species (Hilderbrand et al. 2018). 

The coastal study region in Katmai National Park is centered on the eastern coast where bears 

have access to a similar range of vegetation and salmon resources, with the additional possibility 

of shellfish, flatfish, and other marine resources in the intertidal zones. Kodiak Island has a 

mixed coastal temperate and sub-arctic maritime climatic regime (Barnes and Smith 1998) with a 

high diversity of plant resources (Van Daele et al. 2012), Sitka black-tailed deer (Odocoileus 

hemionus sitkensis) and runs of five species of Pacific salmon throughout the summer (Van 

Daele et al. 2013, Deacy et al. 2016). The Nelchina River basin is typical of Alaskan boreal 

forest interior locales (Walton et al. 2013). Brown bear forage in the Nelchina Basin includes a 

range of vegetation and a large caribou (Rangifer tarandus) and moose (Alces alces) population 

but no salmon runs (Brockman et al. 2017.)
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3.3.2 Bear Capture and Sampling

Bears were chemically immobilized using a combination of tiletamine hydrochloride and 

zolazepam hydrochloride (Telazol®,Fort Dodge Animal Health, Overland Park, Kansas) 

delivered via a dart system from a helicopter (Taylor et al. 1989). Capture and handling 

procedures were approved by the ACUCs of the National Park Service 

(AKR_KATM_Hilderbrand_ BrownBear_2014, AKR_LACL_Mangipane_BrownBear_2014, 

AKR_GAAR_Gustine_GrizzlyBear_2014), the US Geological Survey, Alaska Science Center 

(2014-01, 2015-04, 2015-06), and the US Fish and Wildlife Service (ADFG ACUC 07-08, 

USFWS IACUC Permit 2012008, USFWS IACUC Permit 2012008 Renewal, USFWS IACUC 

Permit #2015-001) as described in Hilderbrand et al. (2018). Bears were sampled at Gates of the 

Arctic in 2013-15, Katmai in 2014-17, Kodiak in 2013, Lake Clark in 2014-2016, and Nelchina 

in 2013. Guard hair samples (complete with root) were collected from the between the shoulder 

blades with pliers and were stored in a freezer until analysis. Bears were generally sampled either 

in the spring to early summer (April - June) or in the fall (September - October). Bears sampled 

in the spring to early summer retained their guard hair from the previous season. Full-length hair 

sampled during these times was categorized as from the previous year (e.g. a 10 cm hair sampled 

in May of 2015 was classified as hair from the active season of 2014.

3.3.3 Stable Isotope Analysis

Hair samples were processed using methods employed in previous stable isotope studies 

of mammalian and bear hair (Cerling et al. 2006, Neuberger et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 2015). For 

the fine-scale hair analysis, individual hair shafts were divided into 2-cm sections using a 

surgical grade steel razor blade starting from the proximal section (that is, root) of the hair. 

Hairs with an intact follicle were used to be certain that the base of the hair was represented.
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Segments were pooled from approximately 6-8 hairs for each 2-cm section within an individual 

bear. All segments from the same distance from the root were packed into a tin sample cup to 

obtain enough material for analysis (~ 1 mg). All samples were weighed on a Sartorius ME5 

microbalance (Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany).

Hair samples were analyzed for isotopic ratios of carbon and nitrogen (δ13C and δ15N, 

respectively) using a Costech ECS 4010 elemental analyzer (Costech, Valencia CA) in line with 

a ThermoFinnigan DeltaPlus XP continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (CF-IRMS; 

Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany), which was calibrated against international reference 

standards from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA-N1,IAEA-CH7, IAEA-C3, and 

IAEA-600) and the USGS (USGS-25, USGS-40, and USGS-41). Internal laboratory standards 

were included with all samples as quality controls. Stable isotope values are reported in standard 

δ notation of parts per mil (‰) and are referenced to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) for 

δ13C and to air for δ15N. Long-term records of internal standards yield an analytical precision 

(standard deviation) of 0.12 ‰ for δ15N and 0.11 ‰ for δ13C.

3.3.4 Stable Isotope Dietary Mixing Models

Annual diet proportions for each site and for individual bears were estimated using a 

Bayesian stable isotope mixing model (MixSIAR, Version 3.1.10, Stock et al. 2013) in R version 

3.6.1 (R Core Team 2019). Because of the remote location of the sites, it was logistically 

infeasible to collect a full library of site-specific diet items. Previous peer-reviewed studies 

supplemented with site-specific data in all of the ecosystems were used to determine isotopic 

data for all of the dietary sources. For each study area, we used a mixing polygon simulation 

(Smith et al. 2013) which compared a site-specific set of dietary sources to a generic Alaskan set 

of dietary sources to determine which set of source data better fit the consumer data. The diet 
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sources used in the mixing model were plants, terrestrial animals, and salmon for the Arctic 

montane, coastal-interior, Kodiak Island, and interior sites, and plants, flatfish, bivalves, and 

salmon for the coastal site (J. Erlenbach, pers. Comm.; Table 3.1).

We used differing discrimination values for the plant-based diet versus the terrestrial 

animal and salmon-based diets, as this has proven critical in diet proportion estimates (Stanek et 

al. 2017). Data from controlled diet experiments and other dietary modeling studies shows that 

animals eating a low-quality protein diet such as plants have a higher discrimination factor 

compared to animals eating a high-quality protein diet such as salmon (Robbins et al. 2007, 

Stanek et al. 2019). The diet-to-hair discrimination values used for the terrestrial animal, salmon, 

flatfish and bivalve diets were 3.5 ± 0.5 ‰ for carbon and 3.5 ± 0.7 ‰ for nitrogen. The diet-to- 

hair discrimination values for the plant diet was 3.8 ± 0.5 ‰ for carbon and 4.3 ± 0.7 ‰ for 

nitrogen. These values were similar with those used by recent studies of brown bears (VanDaele 

et al. 2013, Milakovic and Parker 2013, Deacy et al. 2018).

We used Bayesian mixing models with source-specific discrimination factors (as 

described above) to estimate site-level and individual bears' diet. We included residual and 

process error and determined the appropriate chain length for each model run by evaluating 

model diagnostics after each run to ascertain if the model had converged and if all diagnostic 

criteria had been met. Diagnostic criteria were a Gelman-Rubin diagnostic of less than 1.05 for 

95% of variables and a Geweke diagnostic with 95% of variables falling within +/- 1.96 of a 

standard Z-score (Stock and Semmens 2013).
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3.3.5 Seasonal dietary patterns and generalist vs. specialist classifications

To investigate seasonal dietary patterns and degrees of generalism and specialism in these 

populations, we used repeat-sampled bears (bears that were captured in more than one year) to 

examine δ15N patterns along the hair length paired with annual dietary proportions to classify 

individual bears' seasonal dietary patterns within a year. We then investigated individual repeat- 

sampled bears' isotopic patterns across years to determine if bears had persistent dietary patterns 

through time and to identify common dietary patterns across all bears. Lastly, we used Latent 

Class Analysis (LCA) to investigate the number of dietary pattern latent classes among the bears.

For each bear, we binned the cross-sectional hair analysis for each year into three periods 

of hair growth - early, middle and late - by taking the total hair length and dividing it into three 

equal sections. For each of those periods, we assigned a foraging preference for that period 

based on dietary proportions from the mixing model results. Latent Class Analysis requires 

categorical data, so the dominant dietary sources were used for each period of hair growth. We 

only included sources that comprised at least 10% of annual diet for an individual bear in order 

to capture the major sources of nutrition. If the individual was consistently eating one source 

during a hair growth period, as evidenced by a flat isotopic signal that stayed within the bounds 

of a single dietary category, the bear was categorized as purely eating that source during that 

time (‘P' for plants, ‘T' for Terrestrial animals, etc.). If a bear was using more than one source 

or was switching from one source to another (as evidenced by a flat or sloped line between the 

bounds of two dietary sources in the hair isotopic profile) the bear was categorized as using two 

sources. The direction of the change in sources was denoted by the order of the two sources with 

the slope of the line going from the isotopic bounds of plants to the isotopic bounds of salmon 

(e.g., ‘PS' for a bear eating plants then transitioning to salmon). This allowed us to analyze 
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seasonal transitions in diet, such as a switch from plants to salmon in the middle or late periods 

of hair growth, or a switch from salmon to plants/berries in the late hair growth period.

The categorical foraging data for all bears was evaluated with the Polytomous Variable 

Latent Class Analysis (PoLCA) package in R (Linzer and Lewis 2011) to determine the number 

of latent foraging classes among the bears. Six models were created to test for each possibility 

from 2 to 7 latent foraging classes. Each model was repeated 10 times and the model that 

corresponded to the globally maximized log-likelihood function was used. The maximum 

iterations for each model was 10,000, which was sufficient for model convergence. There are no 

definitive tests for multiple model comparisons when using LCA, The LCA models were 

evaluated (most appropriate number of latent classes) by comparing multiple model metrics 

(Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), consistent Akaike Information Criterion (cAIC), Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC), Adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion (aBIC), and Chi-squared 

goodness of fit among models. Posterior likelihood of membership in a latent class for each bear 

was determined for the most parsimonious model(s). Finally, each repeat sampled bear's 

foraging patterns and posterior LCA group classification were examined to see if they had the 

same classification from year to year to determine their degree of specialization; only repeat 

sampled bears were used for this analysis because we cannot infer year-to-year dietary habits in 

bears sampled only once.

Different LCA classes have the potential to be categorized under the same type of 

generalist or specialist group. If a bear had the same foraging pattern and posterior assignment to 

the same latent class in each year of sampling, in addition to utilizing the same dietary category 

for the entire active season, the bear was classified as a single source specialist. Bears that 

utilized more than one dietary category, followed a seasonal pattern of resource acquisition, and 
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were assigned to the same latent class in all sampling years were classified as persistent seasonal 

generalists. Lastly, resampled bears that were assigned to more than one latent class across 

sampling years were classified as true facultative generalists.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Bear Capture and Stable Isotope Analysis

We captured and obtained hair samples from 154 individual bears (Arctic montane N = 

52, coastal = 28, Kodiak Island = 16, coastal-interior = 42, interior = 16). We recaptured 34 bears 

a second time (Arctic montane = 21, coastal = 5, coastal-interior = 8) and six Arctic montane 

bears were recaptured for a third consecutive year. The average hair length was 10.1 cm (S.D. = 

1.0), and we obtained an average of five sectioned segments per bear per year resulting in 1029 

sectioned segments across all bears and years. The sectioned hair isotopic values varied 

substantially, spanning 15.3‰ in δ15N (range = 0.6 to 15.9‰) and 9.3‰ in δ13C (-14.9 to - 

24.2‰).

3.4.2 Stable isotope dietary mixing models

The dietary source and TDF parameters fit the sectioned hair data well; all model runs 

fell within the Geweke and Gelman-Rubin diagnostic criteria. The isotopic mixing space 

contained almost all hair section samples within the mixing space or convex hull polygon formed 

by the dietary sources with uncertainty (Figure 3.2). The mixing polygon simulation resulted in a 

best fit of the site-specific source data for the interior (0.238 vs. 0.146 fit coefficient for site

specific versus Alaska-specific source data, respectively) and Kodiak Island (0.222 vs. 0.161) 
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and the Alaska-wide isotope source data for Arctic montane (0.110 vs. 0.121), coastal (0.148 vs. 

0.159) and coastal-interior (0.171 vs. 0.179).

MixSIAR model runs converged in all cases and in most models, a ‘normal' run length 

was sufficient for model convergence and to meet diagnostic criteria. Each normal model run 

was conducted with three chains, a chain length of 200,000 and a burn-in of 150,000.

3.4.3 Site level and individual diet proportions

Plants and salmon were the dominant dietary sources at all sites at the population level 

(Table 3.2). Diet proportions for individual bears were highly variable, ranging from bears that 

subsisted almost completely on plants or salmon, to bears that utilized almost every possible 

resource to some degree (Appendix).

Arctic montane bears had some of the highest individual proportions of plants in their 

diets; about 20 bears had a diet of more than 90% plants in a single year. However, nearly one 

quarter of the bears sampled had more than 50% salmon in their diet for a single year. In Kodiak 

Island, salmon was the predominant dietary source and most bears appeared to utilize salmon

based nutrients throughout the active season. At Katmai National Park, the coastal bears were 

the least reliant on any single dietary source, yet across all the sampled bears there were very 

similar patterns of nutrient acquisition. No coastal bears had more than 50% salmon in their diet 

in any given year, which is somewhat surprising for a coastal site with abundant salmon. For 

many coastal bears the remainder of diet was largely made up of plants. Individual bears did 

have some unique dietary patterns; one bear used flatfish for 40% of its diet in 2014. The coastal

interior bears had a more mixed diet than at any of the other sites, with salmon making up the 

largest proportion of diet in all years, but with plants contributing nearly equally in both 2014 
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and 2015. At the interior site plants were 68% of bears' diet, but this site had one of the highest 

proportions of terrestrial animal consumption at approximately 28%, with comparatively little 

salmon use ( < 5%). Plants dominated most interior bears' individual diets, generally accounting 

for 60-80% of total diet. The highest proportion of terrestrial animal consumption for any 

individual interior bear was 55%.

3.4.4 Dietary patterns, Latent Class Analysis, and degree of specialism and generalism

Several distinct dietary patterns were evident in the individual bears' sectioned hair data 

despite the variety of resource usage across sites (Figure 3.3). Many bears, like individual 14032 

(Figure 3.3), utilized a single dietary category throughout the active season, as was evident by a 

generally flat hair isotopic pattern within the bounds of the single dietary category, be it plants or 

salmon.

Another of the most common patterns across sites was a plant-based diet during the 

spring or early part of hair growth and transitioning to salmon during either the summer (middle 

sections of hair) or fall (root sections of hair). Individuals 14030 and 434 are examples of this 

pattern (Figure 3.3). A small group of bears in most sites, such as individual 46 (Figure 3.3) 

showed a transition from salmon in the summer back to a plant-based diet, presumably fruits, in 

the fall. Interestingly, a small cohort of bears also utilize salmon-based nutrients in the earliest 

period of hair growth, then transition to plants.

The results of the LCA show that, despite the overall diversity of bear diets in our study, 

there are underlying dietary patterns that are shared by bears across biogeographies. Overall, 

the LCA classes matched the most common dietary patterns observed in the hair samples. The 

model fit indices for the LCA favored models with 3-4 latent classes (Table 3.3). It is not
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uncommon that the model fit indices described here do not converge on one single model. It is 

more common that the fit indices support one or more candidate models. In this case, it is 

generally recommended that the solutions be studied closely (Muthen 2003, Ram & Grimm 

2009, Masyn 2013) and determine how the models relate and the stability of the different 

models, including the relative sizes of the added classes. In these instances the model fit 

information criteria can be evaluated for an “elbow” of point of diminishing returns in model fit 

and small added classes, e.g. less than approximately 5% of individuals (Nylund-Gibson & Choi 

2018).

While there is support for both the three and four class model, given the foraging patterns 

seen in the individual hair isotope profiles, the four class model may more accurately reflect the 

dominant ecological habits of brown bears from this study. The four class model was very 

similar in class composition to the three class model, with the addition of one class that 

comprised approximately 6% of bears with a seasonal terrestrial animal component to their diet. 

The results of the four class LCA (Table 3.4) show that bears' diet in the first and most common 

class utilize primarily plants in the early foraging period and maintain a mix of plants and salmon 

throughout the remainder of the foraging periods. Diet in the second latent class is dominated by 

plants in all foraging periods. Bears in the third latent class have stronger seasonality to their 

dietary pattern and a near total reliance on salmon in the middle period. Both plants and salmon

based nutrients are utilized in the early foraging period, with some bears switching back to plants 

in the late foraging period. Bears in the fourth latent class largely utilized plants but had a 

seasonal terrestrial animal dietary component. The percentage of the sampled population 

predicted to be in each foraging class memberships were 44 % for class 1, 32 % for class 2, 19 % 

for class 3, and 6 % for class 4. The latent classes were well distributed across all sites (Table 
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3.5), indicating that the latent classes are indicative of broad dietary patterns and not site-specific 

dietary patterns.

Of the bears that were sampled in at least two years, 32 out of 39 were classified into the 

same latent foraging class in both years. For bears that were sampled in three years, 5 out of 6 

were grouped into the same foraging class in all three years. Eighteen resampled bears from the 

first latent class had the same latent class assignment in both years. Twelve bears from latent 

class two - the vegetative specialists - had the same latent class assignment in both years, 

including three bears that were in this class for all three years of sampling. Three individuals 

were assigned to latent class three in both years of sampling. Seven out of 39 resampled bears 

were assigned to different latent classes in each year they were sampled.

3.5 Discussion

The results of this study show that stable isotopic dietary modeling combined with Latent 

Class Analysis is a viable framework for examining the degrees of dietary generalism to 

specialism within individuals in a species. Based on the seasonal dietary patterns in the 

segmented hair analyses and the Latent Class Analysis, we determined that there are four 

dominant dietary patterns among the bears we surveyed. The most common dietary pattern 

(Latent Class 1), seen in nearly 45 % of bears, was a dominant use of plants in the early part of 

the foraging season, with a mix of salmon and plants throughout the remainder of the middle and 

late active season, and could be considered seasonal generalism. Approximately 32 % of bears 

were classified as having a largely plant-based diet (Latent Class 2) despite living in regions with 

the availability of salmon or other dietary resources and is indicative of single-source 
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specialization. Many of the seasonal generalist and single-source specialist bears had the same 

dietary pattern in all the years they were sampled. Approximately three quarters of bears 

captured in two years had the same latent class assignment in both years of sampling, and five 

out of six bears that were recaptured three times had the same latent class assignment in all three 

years of sampling. Twelve out of 39 resampled bears could be considered facultative single

source vegetation specialists due to being assigned to the same latent class that had plant- 

dominated diets (Shipley et al. 2009). Twenty-one of the resampled bears were assigned in all 

years to latent classes that had common seasonal dietary patterns (latent classes 1,3, and 4), 

which we termed persistent seasonal generalists. Finally, only seven out of 39 resampled bears 

were assigned to different latent classes across sampling years and may represent the proportion 

of ‘true' generalists in our study population.

These data provide evidence that many bears may have preferred foraging habits that 

could be temporally persistent. Approximately three-quarters of our resampled bears had the 

same dietary patterns year over year. The concept of behavioral inertia, described by Pichegru et 

al. (2010) describes how ingrained foraging patterns have both advantages and disadvantages for 

a population. The use of the same resources from year to year can allow an individual to gain 

detailed knowledge of its foraging environment (Gremillet et al. 1999). If bears persist for years 

with the same dietary patterns and become ingrained in these patterns, the inertia of this behavior 

may cause them to pursue the same foraging strategy even in the face of changes in resource 

availability (Pichegru et al. 2010). If foraging conditions worsen for an extended period, 

potentially due to anthropogenic or natural disturbances (fire) or climate change (drought or 

extreme snow), behavioral inertia may cause individuals to remain in the lower-quality foraging 

environment or behavioral pattern instead of seeking new resources, which in turn can increase 
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to localized risk of population decline (Matthiopoulos et al. 2005, López-Alfaro et al. 2015). This 

type of behavioral inertia, which we term ‘foraging inertia', could have implications for the 

fitness of the species on a longer, multigenerational timescale (Machovsky-Capuska et al. 2016). 

Determining the true degree of foraging inertia within individuals and populations would require 

following individual bears, or individuals of any species, over the course of years to decades to 

understand how persistent dietary patterns are in the face of varying degrees of resource 

availability or scarcity. Our data also suggest that there are varying degrees of generalism and 

specialism among the bears sampled; having both generalist and specialist individuals within a 

community or species may represent a ‘portfolio effect' and ultimately make for a more resilient 

population on an evolutionary timescale (Bolnick et al. 2011).

This study constitutes one of the largest and most geographically diverse investigations 

into dietary ecology of Alaskan brown bears, comparable to Mowat & Heard (2006). This study 

is the first of this scale, however, to utilize sectioned hair analysis to determine seasonal diets. 

Large-scale dietary trends were apparent despite some unique individual differences. Plants and 

salmon broadly constitute the foundation of bear nutrition in Alaska (Hilderbrand et al. 1999, 

Mowat and Heard 2006, Mangipane et al. 2018, Erlenbach 2020, Mangipane et al. 2020). Even 

in some areas with abundant salmon, such as where our coastal population lives in Katmai 

National Park, plants were often the dominant source of bear nutrition. This does not minimize 

the role that salmon plays in the health of Alaskan bear populations (Hilderbrand et al. 1999, Van 

Daele et al. 2013), but highlights the sometimes-underappreciated role that vegetation plays in 

bear diet (Robbins et al. 2004), especially high quality graminoid species. While terrestrial 

animals, including ungulates such as moose and caribou, may be a vital seasonal food for some 

individuals and populations (López-Alfaro et al. 2015, Brockman et al. 2017), surprisingly they 
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are not the dominant dietary source for any of our study areas according to our diet models. This 

result may be due to the relatively narrow window of time in which bears focus on terrestrial 

animals, namely ungulates and ungulate neonates (Brockman et al. 2017). This discovery has 

resource management applications in Alaska, as bears in some populations may be less of a 

competitor with subsistence and sport hunters seeking caribou and moose than is generally 

believed.

3.5.1 Foraging patterns and degree of specialism versus generalism

The results of our study indicate that brown bear communities across a range of 

ecosystems may be largely composed of single-source specialists and persistent seasonal 

generalists that make up the broader populations, with dietary patterns that cross geographic 

boundaries. The consistency of both patterns of diet and annual proportions of diet items within 

resampled individual bears was striking. We anticipated more dietary variability within 

individual bears when recaptured from year to year, as bears are typically described as highly 

flexible omnivores (Robbins et al. 2004). However, many bears seemed to have a preferred 

pattern of resource acquisition and maintained those habits through time. There are very few 

studies that track the diets of individual bears through full active seasons and multiple years 

(Ben-David et al. 2004, Mizukami et al. 2005), therefore these results are among the first to 

detail the consistency of individual bears' seasonal dietary patterns from year to year.

According to our results and classification scheme, we found that most repeat-captured 

bears were assigned to either the ‘Single-source facultative specialists' or ‘persistent seasonal 

facultative generalist' categories of foraging. The most common type of single-source 

facultative specialist was bears that relied on plants for nutrition during the entire period of hair 

growth. Bear populations that rely largely on vegetation are well known (Robbins et al. 2004).
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The exception to this was at Kodiak Island, where approximately half of the bears captured had a 

salmon-derived isotopic values over the whole period of hair growth and no bears relied 

exclusively on plants. This dietary pattern is well known for bears on Kodiak (Van Daele 2013). 

No bears from Kodiak Island were recaptured in this study, however, and were not included in 

the generalist/specialist data analysis. Persistent seasonal facultative generalists, who had the 

same foraging pattern in both or all three years of sampling, outnumbered single-source 

facultative specialists. The most abundant type of seasonal facultative generalists was bears that 

started the year eating plants, switched to salmon during the middle period of hair growth, and 

continued to consume a mixture of salmon and plants until the termination of hair, with a cohort 

of bears that switched back to plants in the end of the active season.

The limitations of this data set in determining the degree of specialists and generalists 

across bear populations is evident. We can easily show that an individual bear is likely not a 

specialist if its dietary patterns vary from year to year or if it utilizes different resources within a 

single year (Shipley et al. 2009). Determining if a bear, or any individual forager for any 

species, truly is a specialist requires a higher level of proof, one which is not as strong as it could 

be when we have only two to three years of data from any individual. In the absence of such 

proof, this analytical framework allows us to begin the discussion. Many of our resampled bears 

(31/39) had the same foraging pattern in both years. Five out of six bears sampled in three years 

had the same foraging pattern in all three years. These data indicate that some individuals have 

preferred foraging patterns, either innate, learned during rearing, or gained by experience (Mazur 

and Seher 2008, Vander Zanden et al. 2010, Camprasse et al. 2017). Observations in Alaskan 

bear populations in the Brooks Range suggest that bears may learn how and what to forage from 

their mothers and carry that on through their lives if they remain with the mother for their first 1- 
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2 years but potentially not if they become separated early. Other observations in the same 

geographic region suggest family-wide similarities in sharp versus dulled claws representing 

hunting versus grubbing (B. Barnes, pers. comm.). Whether these behaviors become engrained 

and persist even in the face of changing resource availability is a question that can only be 

answered by executing a study of this nature on a long-term basis. One of the most cost-effective 

means of sampling bear hair and delineating individuals is by passive barbed-wire snare 

combined with genetic analysis (Robbins et al. 2004, Ro et al. 2021). This method could be used 

to broadly apply these dietary quantification techniques across many bear populations. 

Additionally, the method of Latent Class Analysis has been underutilized in ecological studies, 

and further work to determine the best methods in its applicability will help refine its use in 

determining foraging preferences.

3.5.2 Site and individual level diet

Our site-level dietary modeling paired with our individual level diet proportion results 

highlight the degree of heterogeneity in bear diet across broad expanses of differing geography 

and resource availability. One of the most interesting results from these data is the diets of Arctic 

montane bears. Plants formed the majority of Arctic montane bears' diets (Table 3.2). Plants are 

the most temporally consistent resource available in the Arctic montane ecosystem, the least 

productive of those surveyed. It was anticipated that plants would constitute the bulk of their 

diet. However, salmon made up a surprisingly large percentage of diet at both the population

level and in individual bears. The number of salmon-bearing streams in the Arctic montane 

survey area is not extremely well characterized. Salmon made up as much as 20 percent of 

population-level diet and up to 72 percent of an individual bears' diet. Thirty-two Arctic 

montane bears (more than half of those surveyed) had more than ten percent salmon in their diet 
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based on the mixing model estimates. Our results are similar to those found in Mangipane et al. 

(2020), in which they found that salmon and plants constituted the majority of Gates of the 

Arctic bears' diets. Salmon made up the majority of meat consumed by both sexes of bears in 

that study, and they found that males consumed more salmon on average (51% of diet) than 

females (31% of diet). Salmon could provide a much-needed supplement to the baseline diet of 

plants for many bears. The changing climate of the north Bering Sea is allowing salmon to 

migrate further north and abundances of pink and chum salmon in the Northeastern Pacific have 

increased in recent years (Urawa et al. 2016). Streams feeding the Arctic montane river systems 

are connected to the Bering Sea coast and have the potential to see increased salmon abundance 

in the coming decades, which could bring more salmon within the bears' foraging area. Sampling 

Arctic montane bears' hair and using it to model diet is an efficient way to determine if salmon 

consumption increases in this remote area in a changing climate.

The coastal-interior bears had some of the most variable foraging patterns of all the sites 

surveyed. Almost every pattern of foraging behavior present among all populations was present 

in some individual coastal-interior bears. There were multiple instances of individual bears 

utilizing plants exclusively for their nutrition, and there were also bears that appeared to feed on 

and gain the vast majority of their nutrition almost exclusively from salmon. Additionally, there 

were some bears that began the hair growth period utilizing salmon-based nutrients and then 

switched to plants either in the early or middle period. This may be a similar scenario to Kodiak 

island bears, who are utilizing salmon-based nutrients from the previous year's endogenously- 

stored resources, or salmon carcasses foraged at the start of the new season to fuel the earliest 

stage of hair growth since live salmon may not be present in the system at the typical time of den 

emergence and early hair growth. Our results are similar to those found by Mangipane et al.
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(2018) who observed wide range of diet composition in Lake Clark bears, from almost purely 

herbivorous bears to almost purely carnivorous bears. That study also found that the majority of 

the bears consumed more meat in their diet than would be predicted by the optimal 

macronutrient composition of brown bear diet (Robbins et al. 2007). Lastly, many coastal

interior bears showed a dietary switch from salmon to plants near the end of the hair growth 

period, which is likely a sign of the use of berries or fruits in the fall. More advanced types of 

isotopic analysis, such as amino acid compound-specific analysis, could help in resolving these 

dietary sources and refining dietary mixing models (Evershed et al. 2007).

Some sites' results largely conformed to known bear foraging habits. Kodiak bears' diets 

in this study were almost completely dominated by salmon, which is well known for this 

population (Van Daele et al. 2013, Deacy et al. 2016, Deacy et al. 2018). Plants and terrestrial 

animals made up approximately 30% of Kodiak island bears' diet. Some evidence suggests 

terrestrial animals, namely deer, is not a common food for Kodiak Island bears (Sorum 2013) 

although their study did not include the early part of the active season when bears are most likely 

to consume this resource. It is possible that our sampling was able to better capture terrestrial 

animal consumption at Kodiak Island, although the overall percentage of diet is still low.

The interior bears of the Nelchina Basin had a smaller range of resource availability than 

the other sites which was reflected in lower variability across individuals. Plants were the 

dominant source of nutrition for interior bears, which conforms to previous dietary studies of 

bears form this population (Brockman et al. 2017). Terrestrial animals were less than half of 

annual diet for almost all interior bears. The single exception was one individual bear whose diet 

was 62% terrestrial animals. These findings lend support to the idea that a small percentage of 

individuals may contribute disproportionately to the impact of bears on ungulate and terrestrial 
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animal populations, and management strategies for increasing local populations of ungulates for 

human harvest could be adapted accordingly (Boertje et al. 2010). Sectioned hair analysis and 

stable isotope mixing models could be a valuable tool for assessing individual bear diets in these 

management scenarios. The Nechina Basin is a small area compared to the portion of Alaska that 

could be categorized as ‘interior' habitat, and many interior habitats do support salmon 

populations, which limits our ability to generalize these results, however, to the truly broader 

areas of the Alaskan interior. The Nelchina Basin nevertheless serves as interesting example of 

bear dietary behavior in areas of Alaska where salmon are not available.

Individual coastal bears had very consistent patterns of foraging. Most bears began the 

season consuming primarily plants and then transitioned to the use of salmon during the middle 

or late periods. Few coastal bears utilized plants for the entirety of the study period, and few 

bears made significant use of bivalves. Additionally, the use of flatfish was substantial in some 

individuals, with one bear eating approximately 35% flatfish during one year and several bears 

eating between 10-20% flatfish in a year, highlighting the versatile and adaptive nature of some 

individual bears' foraging ecology. Our results are consistent with the dietary proportions found 

in the same system (Erlenbach 2020) which showed little use of bivalves and lower than 

expected salmon consumption for a coastal Alaskan site with abundant salmon.

Our data set is the largest use of sectioned hair sampling to study brown bear diet, 

encompassing more than 150 bears and 1000 individual hair sections. Therefore, this may be one 

of the broadest investigations of seasonal changes in brown bear diets to date. Much of Alaska, 

however, remains largely unsampled for bear dietary behavior and remains a gap in our overall 

understanding of Alaskan brown bear ecology. Additionally, our data encompasses only three to 

four years within individual sites or within individual bears. It is quite possible that individual 
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bears' foraging patterns will change throughout the course of their lifetimes, such as in the 

transitions from juvenile to adult or when female bears are caring for cubs (Ben-David et al. 

2004). Ultimately, individual bears may be more flexible in their foraging than these results 

describe (Van Daele et al. 2012), or bears that appear to be seasonal generalists may have more 

persistent habits that are less adaptable to changing resource availability than we might assume. 

Long-term monitoring of individuals would be necessary to determine how persistent foraging 

patterns are over the course of a bear's life. However, our results show that many individual 

bears have specialized foraging patterns in the short term. The use of serially sectioned hair 

samples and Latent Class Analysis may provide one of the best methods for studying trends in 

bear diets to better understand this species' degree of dietary specialism versus generalism, 

broader nutritional ecology, and ultimately both individual and population-level adaptability and 

resilience. Our results indicate that individual bears' dietary behaviors may be engrained to a 

degree, and may not be as opportunistic or as flexible as is commonly believed. If individual 

bears do have some degree of foraging inertia, this may make them less adaptable to rapid 

change in habitat or seasonal conditions. Long-term study (multiple years to decades) of 

individual bears' foraging patterns during periods of changing resource availability is needed to 

determine the degree of foraging inertia within and across individuals of both sexes and all age 

classes. One of the areas of highest brown bear density in Alaska, the Alexander Archipelago of 

Southeast Alaska, was not included in this work and would be a very important focal point for 

future work. Ultimately, the results of those data could shed light on the impact of foraging 

inertia on individual bears' fitness and on broader bear populations' health and viability in the 

face of natural or anthropogenic environmental change.
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The collective impact of these studies will be applicable to Alaskan brown bear 

management in multiple ways. Stable isotopic trophic niche breadth monitoring can be used by 

managers or conservation organizations to assess if localized bear diets have shifted in time due 

to human perturbation, development, changing dietary resource abundance, or climate change. 

Determining seasonal dietary patterns for individual bears may be able to aid managers in 

understanding if some individuals play an outsized role in ungulate mortality where subsistence 

hunting for ungulate species is a vital form of food gathering for Indigenous or other human 

communities. Additionally, determining which food resources are seasonally dominant for a 

brown bear population may allow managers to better protect those dietary sources during the 

times when bears need them most, be it by preserving habitat such as vegetation or by restricting 

human hunting and consumptive use of brown bear forage species at times when humans and 

bears are seeking the same resources.
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Figure 3.1: Map of site locations.
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Figure 3.2: Isospace biplots containing all consumer and dietary source data for each site (GAAR 

= Gates of the Arctic, Arctic montane; KOD = Kodiak Island; LACL = Lake Clark National 

Park, coastal-interior; NEL = Nelchina, interior; KATM = Katmai National Park, coastal). Each 

data point represents one segment of hair from an individual bear.
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Figure 3.3 - Foraging patterns as seen in hair δ15N signatures of select individuals. Individuals 

at each site generally had consistent foraging patterns from year to year as shown by the repeat 

analyses for each individual. Examples are shown of typical foraging patterns. The first 

individual (14030) started on plants, then switched to salmon and generally continued utilizing
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Figure 3.3 Continued.

salmon. The second individual (14032) utilized plants through the entire period of hair growth in 

all three years of sampling. Individual 424 started the active season utilizing plants, switched to 

salmon, and then mainly utilized plants at the end of the active season. Some individuals utilized 

plants for the first half of the active season and switched to salmon later than other bears (46). 

The site and individual ID are given on the right side of each panel. Colored bands represent 

isotopic confidence intervals for dietary sources (green = vegetation, red = terrestrial animals, 

blue = salmon, yellow = bivalves, orange = flatfish).
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Table 3.1: Stable isotope values for generalized diet items used in dietary mixing models. Broad 

dietary categories were used because discriminating between items within a category was often 

not possible, e.g. within the plants category, sedges and berries had overlapping isotopic 

signatures (Jacoby et al. 1999, Mowat and Heard 2006, Van Daele et al. 2013, Deacy et al. 

2018).

Mean
δ13C SD δ13C

Mean 
δ15N SD δ15N

Terrestrial Animals -24.3 0.5 2.9 0.4
Salmon -20.9 0.9 11.8 1.1
Plants -27.7 1.3 -1.2 1.2
Bivalve -17.1 0.4 7.7 0.3
Flatfish -15.8 1.6 13.6 0.4
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Table 3.2: Site-level annual diet proportion results from the MixSIAR dietary mixing model. 

Values represent fractional proportion of overall assimilated diet but do not necessarily represent 

percentage of biomass consumed (e.g. vegetation has a lower percent nitrogen composition and 

digestibility than salmon, so more biomass of vegetation than salmon is necessary to compose 20 

% of dietary nitrogen.)

2013
Mean (%) S.D.

2014
Mean (%) S.D.

2015
Mean (%) S.D.

2016
Mean (%) S.D.

2017
Mean (%) S.D.

Arctic Montane (GAAR)
Plants
Salmon 
Terrestrial Animals

55.5 12.3 67.9 8.0 71.6 12.3
15.6 5.4 3.6 2.4 15.0 4.7
28.9 17.3 28.5 9.6 13.5 15.6

Coastal (KATM)
Bivalve
Flatfish
Plants
Salmon

4.2 3.5 2.9 2.9 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.9
6.9 5.3 7.0 6.2 4.5 4.0 5.6 5.5

65.6 3.8 66.0 3.5 60.2 2.9 65.7 4.9
23.3 7.5 24.1 8.8 31.8 6.3 25.1 9.1

Kodiak Island (KOD)
Plants
Salmon
Terrestrial Animals

10.2 5.8
69.9 5.6
19.8 10.7

Coastal-Interior (LACL)
Plants
Salmon
Terrestrial Animals

45.6 4.8 36.9 10.6 28.3 12.7
46.8 3.1 42.0 5.5 59.2 13.5
7.6 5.2 21.1 15.0 12.5 12.8

Interior (NEL)
Plants
Salmon
Terrestrial Animals

67.6 10.7
4.9 3.5

27.5 13.9
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Table 3.3 - Latent Class Analysis model scores.

Classes AIC cAIC BIC aBIC
Likelihood

ratio

Χ2 Goodness 

of fit
Residual
DF

2 1448.46 1695.03 1617.10 1344.57 300.42 4738.51 125

3 1376.79 1718.81 1631.34 1227.46 174.75 1198.01 98

4 1356.34 1741.17 1696.79 1146.24 100.30 227.80 71

5 1384.90 1845.47 1811.26 1127.38 74.86 99.44 44

6 1420.45 1918.63 1932.72 1105.57 56.41 55.92 17
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Table 3.4 - Latent Class Analysis predicted class assignments - proportions of sampled 

population that fall into each classification category in each class. Abbreviations of diet 

classifications are P: Plants, S: Salmon, T: Terrestrial Animals, F: Flatfish. PS represents a 

mixed diet transitioning from Plants to Salmon, and follows the same pattern for other two letter 

combinations.

Predicted 
% of 
individuals P PS PT S SP ST TS TP

Early 0.57 0.30 0.05 - 0.03 - - 0.04

Class
1: 44.4 Middle - 0.97 - - 0.02 - - -

Late - 0.53 - 0.15 0.28 - - -

Early 0.98 - - - - - - 0.02

Class
2: 31.5 Middle 1.00 - - - - - - -

Late 0.75 0.25 - - - - - -

Early - 0.42 0.03 0.25 0.09 - 0.18 -

Class
3: 18.5 Middle - - - 0.83 0.11 - 0.06 -

Late - - - 0.55 0.39 - 0.03 -

Early 0.10 - 0.50 - - 0.30 - 0.10

Class
4: 5.6 Middle 0.20 - 0.40 - - 0.10 - 0.30

Late - - 0.40 - - 0.10 0.20 0.30
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Table 3.5 - Latent Class Analysis predicted class assignments by site. The number of individual 

bears assigned to each latent class at each site is shown. Latent classes were well distributed 

across sites, indicating that the latent classes were capturing common underlying foraging 

behaviors and not site-specific dynamics.

Site # Individuals assigned to latent class
1 2 3 4

Arctic Montane 33 38 4 1

Coastal 32 5 2 -

Kodiak Island 1 - 12 3

Coastal-Interior 13 6 15 -

Interior - 7 - 6
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Chapter Four: Amino acid carbon isotopes in brown bear diets: trophic discrimination and 

separating dietary sources of salmon by species1 * *.

1 Rogers M.C., Jensen S., Welker J.M. (2021) Amino acid carbon isotopes in brown bear diets:

trophic discrimination and separating dietary sources of salmon by species. Prepared for

submission to Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry.

4.1 Abstract

Compound-specific stable isotope analysis (CSIA) is an analytical tool that can improve 

understanding of energy flow through ecosystems and determine nutrient acquisition patterns of 

individuals. Amino acid CSIA studies must first be parameterized by determining compound

specific trophic discrimination factors (TDFs), which quantify the isotopic offset between a 

consumer's tissues and its diet. Feeding trials in captive animals provide an excellent opportunity 

to understand diet-to-tissue stable isotope TDFs. To aid future CSIA dietary studies, we 

determined brown bear blood fraction (Plasma and Red Blood Cell) amino acid 13C TDFs for 

bears raised in captivity. We fed bears two controlled diets over the course of the active season; 

first a terrestrially-derived beef diet from commercial sources, and then a salmon diet from wild 

Alaskan stocks. We then determined amino acid 13C TDFs for a suite of amino acids commonly 

employed in CSIA studies. Lastly, we investigated amino acid 13C signatures from three 

sympatric salmon species caught in the Gulf of Alaska with statistically indistinguishable bulk 

isotopic signatures to determine if we could use CSIA to isotopically discriminate among these 

species. The general patterns of amino acid isotopic discrimination determined in this study are 

similar to those found in different taxa in earlier research; the TDFs for phenylalanine, leucine, 
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and isoleucine were statistically not different from zero. This illustrates one of the most useful 

applications of compound-specific amino acid analysis: the ability to determine the carbon 

isotope signature of primary producers from any sample of a consumer in a food web. The 

amino acid δ13C values across the three salmon species we surveyed were largely similar. There 

were significant differences between two species pairs - pink and red salmon differed 

significantly in Leu values, while chum and red salmon differed significantly in Lys values. 

These results show that there is some ability to discern between salmon species in a consumer's 

diet even when bulk isotope values of prey species are indistinguishable.

4.2 Introduction

Compound-specific stable isotope analysis (CSIA) is an analytical tool that researchers 

can employ to improve our understanding of energy flow through ecosystems and to determine 

nutrient acquisition patterns of individuals. The use of stable isotope data to study food web 

ecology and trophic structure has increased steadily in recent years (Layman et al. 2012). Most 

initial studies focused on stable isotope analysis (SIA) of bulk tissue samples, such as whole 

homogenized blood or muscle, but recent advances in analytical techniques have allowed for the 

measurement of stable isotope ratios of specific biochemical compounds such as amino acids and 

fatty acids. Compound-specific isotope analysis of carbon isotopes in amino acids of free-living 

organisms has the potential to help determine carbon sources in food webs (Larsen et al. 2013, 

McMahon et al. 2016), examine site fidelity and migration patterns (McMahon et al. 2013), and 

improve diet-modeling exercises (Pethybridge et al. 2018). Amino acid CSIA studies must first 

be parameterized by determining compound-specific trophic discrimination factors (TDFs), a 

measure of the change in isotopic ratios from diet to consumer as food is digested, metabolized, 
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and used to build the consumer's tissues. Feeding trials in captive animals provide an excellent 

opportunity to understand diet-to-tissue stable isotope TDFs. Many controlled feeding studies 

have determined bulk isotopic TDFs for tissues such as blood fractions, muscle and liver 

(Hilderbrand et al. 1996, Madigan et al. 2012, Vander Zanden et al. 2015, Rogers et al. 2019), 

but far fewer studies have been performed to determine TDFs for individual biochemical 

compounds within those tissues such as amino acids.

Determining stable isotope TDFs for individual tissues and molecules also allows for diet 

estimation over different time frames, as different tissues have different isotopic turnover rates. 

Different blood fractions have differing turnover times; blood plasma has a rapid turnover rate of 

days to weeks, whereas red blood cells take approximately 2-3 months after a change in diet for 

the tissue to reach isotopic equilibrium (Boecklen et al. 2011). Knowing TDFs for tissues with 

differing turnover rates provides insight into multiple temporal windows of dietary nutrient 

incorporation and can aid in articulating seasonal diet changes.

Determining TDFs is one of the first fundamental steps in the stable isotope diet 

modeling process. Carbon stable isotope trophic discrimination factors have not been determined 

for each of the individual amino acids that we can investigate by CSIA. From a carbon 

metabolism perspective, amino acids can be divided into two categories. The first category, 

essential amino acids, largely retain the primary production carbon isotopic signature of a 

consumer's food web (McMahon et al. 2010). Previous studies have found that the branched 

chain and aromatic amino acids (Leu, Ile, Phe) tend to show little trophic enrichment and can be 

used to determine the food web carbon sources for a given consumer. The remaining amino 

acids tend to have isotopic enrichment with each trophic step but can be highly variable between 

species. Some amino acids such as Ala, Met, or Pro have small enrichments (1-2 ‰) between 
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the consumer and prey while others (Gly) can have relatively large enrichment (> 5 ‰) in each 

trophic step (Rogers et al. 2019). Determining TDFs of commonly analyzed CSIA amino acids 

would allow for dietary modeling with greater precision than is currently available by bulk 

isotopic analysis.

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) are a species for which dietary ecology studies would benefit 

from novel and insightful tools. Although general dietary preferences are known for most 

populations, we do not have enough information about individual dietary composition, precise 

timing of seasonal diet switches, and detailed resource use patterns in many regions (Bojarska & 

Selva 2012). Many studies of brown bear dietary ecology have used bulk stable isotope analysis 

to infer dietary sources (Hilderbrand et al. 1996, Mowat and Heard 2006, Rode et al. 2016, 

Mangipane et al. 2018, Mangipane et al. 2020). Bulk SIA studies are often limited, however, in 

their ability to discern between many of the potential food sources available to brown bears, and 

dietary sources are grouped into larger categories such as plants, terrestrial animals, and salmon 

(Mowat and Heard 2006, Mangipane et al. 2020).

Compound-specific isotope analysis has the potential to disentangle sources with similar 

bulk isotopic ratios. For example, many plants and fruits have similar carbon and nitrogen bulk 

stable isotope signatures, yet it would be highly beneficial to brown bear dietary studies to 

separate fruit and berry isotopic signatures from sedge and graminoid signatures. Both fruits and 

grasses serve as important components of brown bear diets, but often during different seasons 

and in differing proportions across individuals (Ben-David et al. 2004, Bojarska and Selva 2012). 

Using CSIA to separate these sources and determine precise proportions and timing of each in 

bears' diets would give researchers valuable insights into the roles that each source plays in the 

broader landscape of bear nutrition. A similar scenario is that many studies have been unable to
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separate different species of salmon in bear diets due to similar bulk isotopic signatures. Many 

river systems along the Pacific Ocean coast have multiple salmon species such as red salmon, 

Oncorhyncus nerka; Pink salmon, O. gorbuscha; and Chum salmon, O. keta that return each year 

to a single watershed or river, often at staggered but overlapping times (Groot 1991, Olsen et al. 

2011). If CSIA can discriminate between these species in brown bear diets, then researchers 

could better understand the importance of each salmon species to bears within a given system 

and could also determine bears' consumptive impacts on that species in order to better inform 

fisheries management escapement goals (Van Daele et al. 2013)

To aid future CSIA dietary studies, we determined brown bear blood fraction (Plasma 

and Red Blood Cells) amino acid 13C TDFs for brown bears raised in captivity. We fed bears 

two controlled diets over the course of the active season, first a terrestrially-derived beef diet 

from commercial sources, and then the other a salmon diet from wild Alaskan stocks. We then 

determined amino acid 13C TDFs for a suite of amino acids commonly employed in CSIA 

studies. Lastly, we investigated amino acid 13C signatures from three co-occurring salmon 

species with similar bulk isotopic signatures caught in the Gulf of Alaska during a single 

fisheries research survey in order to determine if we could use CSIA to isotopically discriminate 

between these species.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Animal husbandry and controlled diet study design

Two brown bears under the care of the Alaska Zoo in Anchorage, Alaska, were involved 

in the controlled diet study. One male, approximately 17 years old weighing an average of 308 
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kg, and one female, approximately 5 years old and 186 kg at the time of the study. All protocols 

were approved by the University of Alaska Anchorage Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee, IRBNet Reference # 613622-3.

After becoming active in spring 2015 following hibernation, both bears were fed 

exclusively on an 80/20 protein/fat beef mixture from a single supplier starting on April 14. The 

terrestrial beef diet was continued until July 21,2015 to allow for their blood fractions to reach 

isotopic equilibrium. Bears were then immobilized by a drug (Telazol®[tiletamine hydrochloride 

and zolazepam hydrochloride], Fort Dodge Animal Health, Overland Park, Kansas) delivered via 

a dart system, and blood samples were drawn into non-heparinized collection vials. The bears 

were then switched to a pure salmon diet supplied by the Alaska Zoo that was continued until the 

bears showed signs of denning behavior. The bears were anesthetized for second time on 

October 20, 2015, and another round of samples were taken. The transition from terrestrially- 

derived meat to salmon was timed to approximate the typical arrival time of large numbers of 

salmon into Alaskan streams, at which point many bears will switch to using this food source 

almost exclusively. Because of the limitation of anesthetizing the bears as few times as possible, 

we cannot be certain if their tissues were in isotopic equilibrium. However, the timing of our 

diet switch mimics their natural behavior and is therefore similar to what occurs in the wild and 

allows our results to have applicability to studies of free-ranging animals. Samples of bear diets 

were taken throughout the feeding periods to ensure isotopic consistency. Blood fractions were 

separated on the day of collection into red blood cells (RBC) and plasma. Both blood fractions 

and diet samples were stored at -20°C until processing for compound-specific isotope analysis.
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4.3.2 Salmon species bulk isotope and amino acid δ13C differentiation

In the winter of 2019, a multi-national research survey was conducted in the Gulf of 

Alaska for the International Year of the Salmon. Individuals from all five salmon species were 

collected during the survey in a midwater salt-water trawl net sampling from the surface to 50 m 

(Figure 4.1 - map of survey). Muscle plugs were collected by NOAA Fisheries research 

biologists and were stored at -20°C until processing. Muscle plugs from all collected salmon 

were then dried by lyophilization and homogenized using a Bullet Beater bead beater (Next 

Advance, Ithaca NY) before being analyzed for bulk isotope values (δ15N and δ13C).

Homogenized salmon muscle samples were weighed into 3.5 x 5 mm tin sample cups 

(Costech, Valencia, CA) to a mass of 1.0 ± 0.1 mg. All samples were weighed on a Sartorius 

ME5 microbalance (Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany). Samples were analyzed for relative 

abundance of stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen (expressed as δ13C and δ15N, respectively) 

using a FlashSmart elemental analyzer (Thermo Scientific, Milan, Italy) in line with a 

ThermoFinnigan Delta V Advantage continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo 

Scientific, Bremen, Germany). Measured δ13C and δ15N values obtained from sample analysis 

were scale calibrated based on contemporaneously analysed isotopic reference materials of 

accepted δ values relative to the appropriate reference scale acting as scale anchors. The isotopic 

reference materials used were supplied by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA-N-1, 

δ15N = 0.4±0.2 ‰; IAEA-CH-7, δ13C = -32.151±0.050 ‰; IAEA-CH-3, δ13C = -24.724±0.041 

‰) and the United States Geological Survey (USGS25, δ13C = -34.58±0.06 ‰ , δ15N =- 

0.94±0.16‰; USGS40, δ13C = -26.389±0.042 ‰ , δ15N = -4.5±0.1 ‰; USGS41, δ13C = 

+37.626±0.049 ‰ , δ15N = 47.6±0.2 ‰;). Internal laboratory standards were included with all 

samples as quality controls; all error data are SD (purified methionine, Alfa Aesar, δ13C = -
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34.58±0.06 ‰ , δ15N =-0.94±0.16‰; homogenized Chinook salmon muscle, NOAA Fisheries, 

δ13C = 19.27±0.05‰, δ15N =15.56±0.13‰). Long-term records of internal standards yield an 

analytical precision (standard deviation) of 0.11 ‰ and 0.12 ‰ for δ13C and for δ15N, 

respectively. Relative stable isotope abundance values are reported in δ notation and are given as 

per mil values (‰.)

We then selected ten individuals from each of three species (pink salmon, red salmon, 

and chum salmon) that had δ15N and δ13C values that varied by less than 0.2 ‰ in both stable 

isotope values, making the species indistinguishable on a bulk isotope basis due to analytical 

precision of approximately 0.3 ‰ for δ15N and 0.2 ‰ for δ13C. The muscle plugs were stored at 

-20°C until processing for compound-specific isotope analysis.

4.3.3 Amino Acid δ13C Analysis

For amino acid δ13C analysis, a 10 mg sample of freeze-dried and homogenized diet, 

blood fraction, or salmon muscle was acid-hydrolyzed in a 6M HCl solution for 70 minutes and 

then dried down in a temperature-controlled heating block at 60 °C under a stream of purified 

nitrogen gas. The hydrolyzed amino acids were then derivatized in a solution of methanol, 

pyridine, and methyl chloroformate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) using a one-step rapid 

derivatization method (Walsh et al. 2014). Compound-specific 13C amino acid analysis was 

performed using a Trace 1310 gas chromatograph (Thermo Electron, Bremen Germany) on a 

DB-23 column (Agilent Technologies). The gas chromatograph was coupled to a Delta V 

Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrometer via an Isolink II combustion interface (Thermo 

Electron, Bremen, Germany) at a reactor temperature of 1000oC. For each analysis, a 0.5 μl 

aliquot of derivatized sample was injected into a deactivated splitless liner (Restek Corporation, 

Bellefonte, PA) at 250 °C with a helium flow rate of 1.2 ml/ min. For each sample, the 13C/12C 
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ratio was determined and calibrated to the international reference standard scale, Vienna Pee Dee 

Belemnite (V-PDB). Each sample was arithmetically corrected for the addition of carbon during 

derivatization by running purified and derivatized amino acids of a known isotopic value 

throughout the analytical sequence and applying a correction factor according to the method 

described by Docherty et al. (2001). Salmon muscle amino acid carbon values were tested for 

differences across species within each amino acid using an (α=0.05). If significant differences 

were detected, Tukey's HSD test was used to determine which means differed.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Amino Acid Stable Isotope Trophic Discrimination Factors

Amino acid 13C trophic discrimination factors were determined for the terrestrial beef diet 

(Table 4.1) and wild salmon diet (Table 4.2). Both of the diets were isotopically consistent 

throughout the course of the trial, with standard deviations of most amino acid species being less 

than one per mil across the feeding period of each diet (Table 4.1 and 4.2). Additionally, both 

bears had similar blood fraction isotopic responses to the diets, with consistent TDF offsets 

between diet and both plasma and RBCs. Four of the essential amino acids (Ile, Leu, Phe, Val) 

had TDFs from diet to blood plasma that averaged near zero. Red blood cells were consistently 

slightly enriched compared to plasma for the same essential amino acids while the bears were on 

the terrestrial beef diet. There were smaller differences between the TDFs for plasma and RBCs, 

however, for the bears while on the salmon diet.

For the non-essential amino acids, the TDF responses were more variable. Common 

glucogenic amino acids such as Ala, Glu, and Pro, tended to have small to moderate enrichment 
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from diet to blood fractions, in a range of approximately 1-4 ‰ (Tables 1 & 2). The TDF for 

Ala was substantially higher for the bears after the terrestrial beef diet at an enrichment of 4.3 ‰ 

from diet to plasma and 6.0 ‰ from diet to RBCs. The greatest enrichment was in Gly, which 

had a TDF of 7 ‰ for both blood fractions for the beef diet, and up to 12.5 ‰ from diet to 

plasma when the bears were fed the salmon diet.

4.4.2 Salmon species amino acid δ13C differentiation

The amino acid δ13C values were significantly different in only two out of the nine amino 

acid species analyzed (Table 4.3). Post-hoc multiple comparison tests showed that Lys δ13C 

values were significantly different between Chum and Red salmon (p = 0.031), and Leu δ 13C 

values were significantly different between Pink and Red salmon (p = 0.0083). There were no 

significantly different amino acid δ13C values for any amino acid species between Pink and 

Chum salmon. For the remainder of the amino acid species, the values across all species were 

extremely similar.

4.5 Discussion

Feeding trials in captive animals are one of the best available methods for parameterizing 

stable isotope trophic discrimination factors. Knowledge of trophic discrimination factors is 

essential for interpreting stable isotopic data derived from ecological studies of wild animal 

populations. This work is the first to determine amino acid carbon isotope TDFs in an Ursid, and 

the amino acid carbon isotope TDFs quantified in this study can be utilized in multiple avenues 

of ecological research such as Bayesian mixing model studies of dietary composition, movement 

studies, and tracing carbon flow through terrestrial ecosystems.
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4.5.1 Amino Acid Stable Isotope Trophic Discrimination Factors

Bulk stable isotope trophic discrimination factors for a wide range of species have been 

determined, such as the enrichment of about 3‰ in the heavy isotope of nitrogen relative to diet 

when assimilated by a consumer (Caut et al. 2009). There is, however, substantial TDF 

variability across taxa, tissues, and diet quality, which necessitates controlled studies to 

determine TDFs that are tailored for a particular species or tissue and to help elucidate why 

patterns of bulk isotope discrimination are highly variable (Martinez del Rio et al. 2009). The 

number of studies using compound-specific isotopic analysis is growing quickly to help 

understand bulk isotopic variation, yet very few studies have investigated species-specific TDFs 

for 13C in amino acids. The TDFs determined in this study can be used to help understand the 

ecology of wild bears, which can inform a broad range of research targeted toward conservation 

and ecosystem management.

The general patterns of amino acid isotopic discrimination determined in this study are 

similar to those found in different taxa in earlier research (Howland et al. 2003, Jim et al. 2006, 

McMahon et al. 2010). The TDFs for phenylalanine, leucine, and isoleucine were close to zero in 

this study and have been found in other work to be incorporated into consumer tissues with little 

or no 13C isotopic fractionation (Howland et al. 2003, Jim et al. 2006, McMahon et al. 2010). 

The pattern of little to no trophic discrimination in carbon isotopes among the essential amino 

acids has been found repeatedly in studies across a range of species and taxa. Experimental 

evidence repeatedly has shown that there is little to no biochemical alteration in the carbon- 

bearing groups of dietary essential amino acids, which results in near-zero fractionation in these 

amino acid species (Takizawa et al. 2020). Therefore, the carbon isotope signature in the 

essential amino acids is preserved from the base of the food web up into the primary and 
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secondary consumers and beyond. This illustrates one of the most useful applications of 

compound-specific amino acid analysis: the ability to determine the carbon isotope signature of 

primary producers from any sample of a consumer in a food web. This is especially important in 

studies that address individual or population diet changes over time, as it allows one to interpret 

significance changes in consumer isotope values as explicit shifts in diet sources for instance, as 

opposed to shifts in the inherent traits of the same diet source.

In our study, the non-essential amino acids showed a wide range of TDFs from small 

enrichments in Ala and Glu to relatively large enrichments in Gly. Glycine had the largest 

isotopic discrimination in our study, with TDFs ranging from 7 ‰ -12.5 ‰. Recent work by 

Takizawa et al. (2020) has shown that the primary metabolic reason for differences in amino acid 

carbon isotope discrimination are due to the decarboxylation of amino acid precursor molecules 

such as pyruvic and α-ketoglutaric acid. For amino acid carbon isotopes, this means that 

discrimination is primarily driven by amino acid synthesis and not by the use of amino acids for 

fuel or as materials to build other biomolecules such as sugars or lipids (for example, 

gluconeogenesis or ketogenesis). Additional trophic discrimination can be caused by imbalances 

between the amino acid composition of diet and the amino acid composition of the tissues being 

formed in the consumer. If the consumer's diet is deficient in a particular amino acid, the 

consumer will utilize all of the amino acid from the diet and will tend to have less trophic 

discrimination than with a diet that contains the same amino acid in excess. This process could 

potentially counteract the enrichment caused by do novo synthesis of the amino acid that is 

deficient in the diet. The balance of these two processes may ultimately be driving the 

variability seen in various studies of amino acid trophic discrimination factors. Further work in 
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brown bears under controlled diets will be necessary to elucidate the degree to which each of 

these processes is driving trophic discrimination.

The effect of disparities between diet amino acid composition and consumer amino acid 

demands may be driving the difference we observed between the terrestrial beef diet and the 

salmon diet discrimination factors (McMahon et al. 2015). The TDFs derived from the terrestrial 

beef diet were slightly higher in general than those derived from the salmon based diet, 

particularly for Ala (Table 4.1 & 4.2). This can potentially be explained by the mass balance 

scenario; if one diet has a higher concentration of a specific amino acid (for example, alanine), 

then the bears on that diet would not need to produce as much alanine de novo relative to the 

other diet. This would result in a lower discrimination factor due to less metabolic routing to 

scavenge carbon from other sources and the resultant isotopic enrichment that occurs during that 

process. The metabolic processes of decarboxylation at work in the study by Takizawa et al. 

(2020) may not play as large a role in this research. The study animals in Takizawa et al. (2020) 

were carefully chosen so that the amino acid molar composition of the diet closely matched the 

amino acid demands of the consumer so that the dominant process driving trophic discrimination 

would be due to metabolic routing or amino acid anabolism and catabolism. The diets in our 

study were not as closely matched. While the salmon diet is the same as what bears would eat in 

the wild, the terrestrial beef diet is likely not optimally balanced for bears' amino acid 

requirements. Therefore, the TDF values derived from the terrestrial beef portion of our study 

may be particularly useful in CSIA studies of wild bears that are potentially consuming 

anthropogenically-derived foods that are not a natural source of bear nutrition. Additionally, 

determining the amino acids with the largest TDF magnitudes and variability, such as glycine in 
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this study, and understanding the biochemical causes of fractionation will contribute greatly to 

understanding the variability of bulk carbon isotope discrimination across tissues and species.

4.5.2 Salmon species amino acid δ13C differentiation

The amino acid δ13C values across the three salmon species we surveyed were generally 

quite similar. There were slight differences between two species pairs - pink and red salmon 

differed significantly in Leu values. Chum and red salmon differed significantly in Lys values, 

which is somewhat surprising since Lys is an essential amino acid and tends to not differ for 

consumers at the same trophic level in the same ecosystem (Larsen et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 

2019). These results show that there may be some ability to discern between salmon species in a 

consumer's diet even when bulk isotope values of different prey species are indistinguishable. 

This result could be applied to dietary modeling studies in any animal that consumes salmon, 

ranging from bears and birds of prey in terrestrial ecosystems, orcas and pinnipeds in marine 

systems, and even humans living in coastal communities who utilize salmon for significant 

portions of their diets.

The salmon in this study came from the same broad oceanographic area in the Gulf of 

Alaska (Figure 4.1) and were often caught at the same station in the same net and are therefore at 

least partially sympatric, so it is not entirely surprising that they are similar in their amino acid 

δ13C values. Researchers may be better able to discriminate between salmon species when they 

return to their natal river systems if they spent their salt-water years in oceanographically 

different areas with different nutrient cycling or food web characteristics. For example, tissue 

δ13C values are strongly influenced by the primary production properties of the local food web 

and nearshore habitats are known to have a more generally enriched δ13C baseline signal 

(McMahon et al. 2013). Salmon that spent their oceanic years in differing nearshore versus 
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offshore habitats would likely be more easily differentiated when returning to their spawning 

grounds.

Further work testing the amino acid isotopic signatures of brown bear prey could help to 

disentangle dietary sources that are not separable by bulk isotopic means. Researchers are 

sometimes unable to discern between various vegetation species in bear diets, e.g. sedges versus 

berries (Ben David et al. 2004, Merkle et al. 2011). Another scenario in which prey could be 

better differentiated is that of adults versus calves of ungulate species such as moose (Alces 

alces) or caribou (Rangifer tarandus). The adults and calves of these species sometimes cannot 

be separated by their bulk isotopic carbon and nitrogen signatures in muscle tissue (Brockman 

2015), and the ability to discern between age classes would benefit wildlife managers' ability to 

determine which group - adults or calves - proportionally contributes more to bear diets within a 

particular system.

4.6 Conclusions

Compound-specific isotope analysis paves the way for new avenues of research in food 

web and dietary studies. As more researchers utilize CSIA, the need for fundamental 

information about its application becomes increasingly necessary. The results of this work 

provide some of the groundwork that is essential for conducting CISA dietary studies in brown 

bears and salmon consumers. The TDFs determined in our controlled feeding trial have the 

potential to help refine brown bear dietary composition estimates in several dimensions, such as 

discriminating between prey sources that were previously unresolvable and refining seasonal 

estimates of prey preferences. The amino acid carbon isotope signatures of three sympatric 
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salmon species also have the potential to inform dietary studies of any salmon consumers, from 

microbial decomposers to free-living animals and humans. Bears could also be used as 

ecosystem monitors to determine which species of salmon inhabit streams that have previously 

been poorly categorized. Additionally, this work can help to determine where anthropogenic 

food sources may factor substantially in bear diets. Further work applying these data will help 

advance the already robust field of stable isotope dietary ecology.

4.7 Trade Names Disclaimer

Reference to trade names does not imply endorsement by the National Marine Fisheries Service, 

NOAA.
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Figure 4.1 Map of survey stations during 2019 International Year of the Salmon Winter Gulf of 

Alaska Survey. Blue points represent all stations that were sampled during the survey and green 

points represent stations where fish used in this study (n=30) were caught.
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Amino Acid δ13C (‰)

Table 4.1 Carbon isotope trophic discrimination factors for selected amino acids from bears fed a 

terrestrially-derived beef diet. TDFs are derived from the difference between the diet carbon 

isotope value and the bear tissue isotope value within each amino acid.

Ala Asp Glu Gly Ile Leu Phe Pro Val
Beef Diet -21.5 -17.4 -21.4 -6.1 -22.6 -28.4 -27.4 -19.0 -23.8
Beef Diet S.D. 1.2 0.7 1.1 2.3 0.7 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.8
RBC -15.5 -15.4 -20.9 0.9 -20.8 -26.4 -25.3 -15.9 -22.2
RBC S.D. 1.2 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.4
Plasma -17.2 -16.0 -18.4 0.9 -22.3 -27.9 -27.1 -16.9 -23.9
Plasma S.D. 0.7 1.3 0.4 2.2 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.2 0.6

Diet -> Plasma TDF 4.3 1.4 3.0 7.0 0.3 0.5 0.3 2.1 -0.1
Diet -> RBC TDF 6.0 2.0 0.5 7.0 1.8 2.0 2.1 3.1 1.6
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Amino Acid δ13C (‰)

Table 4.2 Carbon isotope trophic discrimination factors for selected amino acids from bears fed 

a marine-derived salmon diet. TDFs are derived from the difference between the diet carbon 

isotope value and the bear tissue isotope value within each amino acid.

Ala Asp Glu Gly Ile Leu Phe Pro Val
Salmon Diet -19.3 -20.1 -22.2 -10.4 -18.7 -26.9 -25.0 -17.5 -22.2
Salmon Diet SD 0.7 1.3 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.3 2.3 0.3 0.5
RBC -17.1 -15.9 -20.0 2.1 -18.5 -27.0 -25.2 -14.7 -22.6
RBC SD 0.6 2.2 0.8 1.6 1.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5
Plasma -17.5 -18.7 -21.2 -2.9 -18.9 -27.0 -23.5 -15.9 -21.9
Plasma SD 0.2 2.9 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.3

Diet -> Plasma TDF 2.2 4.2 2.2 12.5 0.2 -0.1 -0.2 2.7 -0.4
Diet -> RBC TDF 1.7 1.4 1.0 7.5 -0.2 -0.1 1.5 1.5 0.3
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Table 4.3 Amino acid carbon isotopic signatures of three sympatric salmon species. All salmon 

were caught in the Gulf of Alaska during the winter of 2019 during the International Year of the 

Salmon research survey. The salmon were isotopically indistinguishable by bulk carbon and 

nitrogen isotopic analysis of muscle tissue. Statistically significant differences within an amino 

acid (Tukey's HSD, p = 0.05) are denoted by asterisks.

Ala S.D. Asp S.D. Glu S.D. Gly
Amino Acid δ13C (‰)

S.D. Ile [s.D. Leu S.D. Lys S.D. Pro S.D. Val S.D.

Chum salmon -19.7 0.4 -16.0 1.5 -13.4 1.0 -17.2 1.0 -20.5 1.0 -28.9 0.6 -18.3* 3.3 -16.8 0.8 -25.8 0.6

Pink salmon -19.5 1.0 -16.8 1.5 -12.4 1.6 -17.3 0.8 -19.8 1.4 -27.8* 0.6 -17.3 3.0 -16.8 0.7 -25.1 0.5

Red salmon -19.8 0.7 -16.4 1.3 -12.5 0.1 -16.8 4.5 -20.2 0.6 -29.6* 0.8 -14.9* 1.3 -16.1 0.7 -25.6 0.5
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Chapter Five: General Conclusions

Brown bears remain one of the most iconic of Alaskan animals. A brown bear catching a 

salmon was chosen for Alaska's contribution to the 50 States quarter collection from the US 

Mint (U.S. Mint 2019). Work that advances our understanding of brown bear ecology can only 

help this species survive and thrive in the many Alaskan ecosystems it inhabits. Dietary ecology 

is one of the most important aspects of brown bear life history, and stable isotope analysis has 

become one of the most important tools in studying brown bear dietary ecology (Robbins et al. 

2004). The collective work herein advances our knowledge of Alaskan brown bear population

level dietary ecology, variation in individual bear diet at the seasonal level, our knowledge of the 

degrees of dietary generalism and specialism in bear ecology, and paves the way forward for new 

avenues of brown bear dietary research.

In Chapter Two of this dissertation, I determined the best practices for quantifying brown 

bear isotopic trophic niches when using hair samples. I found that sectioned hair consistently 

produced larger and more realistic estimations of brown bear isotopic trophic niches compared to 

whole hair samples. These results can be applied not only to brown bears, but to any animal with 

a variable or seasonal diet, when using a sequentially grown tissue such as hair, whisker, or claw 

for stable isotope analysis. Additionally, I determined the first isotopic trophic niche breadth 

estimates for four Alaskan brown bear populations, which will be valuable for comparisons in 

later studies to determine if any of these populations' trophic niche breadth has changed through 

time (Newsome et al. 2007). Future research can expand upon these analyses in both time and 

space to gain a comprehensive understanding of Alaskan brown bears' trophic niche in 

understudied areas. Additionally, researchers could utilize compound-specific analysis of source 

amino acids to help determine food web isotopic baselines and ascertain if potential shifts in 
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brown bear trophic niche center of mass is due to changing ecosystem conditions or changes in 

brown bear dietary habits.

Chapter Three explored the use of stable isotope mixing models to determine both 

population level and individual level dietary proportions for approximately 150 individual bears, 

some of whom were sampled in multiple years. These results revealed a large degree of dietary 

variation across individuals, with some relying almost exclusively on plants for multiple years 

while others switched dietary sources multiple times within a season. Despite these differences, 

plants were the foundation of bears' diet in most systems, underscoring the sometimes- 

underappreciated importance of quality vegetation-producing habitat for brown bears across 

Alaska (Erlenbach 2020). Management of this species must include protection of all the main 

dietary sources for bears and understanding which plant species are crucial to each population is 

a vital step for future research. Additionally, salmon continues to be a keystone resource in many 

populations and may be the dominant source of nutrition for some individuals even in systems 

where we do not anticipate high degrees of salmon use, such as in the Arctic montane bears of 

Alaska's Brooks Range. Stable isotope analysis of sectioned bear hair is one of the only ways we 

may be able to definitively detect salmon use in some remote populations. More studies 

employing this methodology, potentially with hair-snare stations paired with genetic analysis, 

will allow for a better understanding of the dietary ecology in hard-to-reach and previously 

unstudied locations.

Chapter Three also contained the first use of Latent Class Analysis to estimate the 

degrees of generalism and specialism in brown bear diets. The combination of dietary patterns 

derived from sectioned bear hair isotope data and the latent class analysis of dominant food 

sources by season revealed a small number of common dietary patterns that were consistent 
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across bears and sites. I found evidence of bears that relied solely on vegetation for the entire 

period of hair growth, indicating that some bears vegetative specialists even in systems with 

seemingly higher quality forage availability. Approximately half of the bears we surveyed 

utilized plants in the early stages of hair growth and then switched to salmon either in the middle 

or late stage of hair growth, indicating that these bears are seasonal generalists. In bears that were 

sampled in multiple years, approximately three-quarters had the same dietary pattern and latent 

class designation in all sampling years. These data reveal that although many bears are 

facultative generalists, they may have persistent foraging behaviors and strategies that do not 

change from year to year even when resource abundance or quality changes (Pichegru et al. 

2010). I describe this scenario as ‘foraging inertia.' Future work employing these methods over 

multiple years and perhaps even decades will advance the ability to determine precisely how 

persistent individual bears' foraging behaviors are, e.g the degree of foraging inertia, and will 

shed light on the adaptability of this species in the face of anthropogenic climate and land use 

change. Additionally, the methods employed in chapter three can be applied to other hard-to- 

observe species to gain insight into their adaptability, dietary ecology, and degrees of individual 

dietary generalism and specialism. Expanding these studies into areas outside of Alaska will help 

to test the ubiquity of these dietary patterns and determine degrees of brown bear generalism and 

specialism on a larger biogeographical scale.

In Chapter Four I determined carbon isotope trophic discrimination factors (TDFs) for a 

suite of amino acids in brown bear diets. These data are a crucial first step in using compound

specific isotope analysis (CSIA) to better elucidate brown bear dietary sources and patterns. 

Additionally, the use of CSIA in controlled and wild feeding studies and will begin to help 

disentangle some of the current vagaries of bulk stable isotope trophic discrimination factors. It 
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is likely that trophic discrimination is largely influenced by which biomolecules and biochemical 

pathways are most active on a continuum of protein, amino acid, and other macronutrient 

balance. A comprehensive understanding of how biomolecule anabolic and catabolic pathways 

and the corresponding isotopic discrimination factors vary under a range of dietary quality and 

quantity scenarios will help to solve many of the current gaps in our ability to determine 

appropriate discrimination factors for a given animal or tissue (Whiteman et al. 2019).

Chapter Four also explored the amino acid stable isotope composition of three co

occurring salmon species (red salmon, Oncorhyncus nerka; Pink salmon, Oncorhyncus 

gorbuscha; and Chum salmon, Oncorhyncus keta) in the Gulf of Alaska with indistinguishable 

bulk stable isotopic signatures. I conducted these analyses to determine if the amino acid isotope 

profiles could be used to differentiate these species in bear or other consumers' diets when it 

would not be possible using bulk stable isotope analysis alone. I determined that the amino acid 

carbon isotope signatures of the three salmon species were similar in most amino acids but were 

significantly different between some salmon species for specific amino acids; pink and red 

salmon differed significantly in Leu values, while chum and red salmon differed significantly in 

Lys values. These results may allow for better resolution when trying to separate salmon species' 

contributions to bear diets. As CSIA becomes less expensive and more common in dietary 

studies, fundamental data such as the TDFs determined in Chapter Four will be crucial in efforts 

to model consumers' diets with unprecedented accuracy (Boecklen et al. 2011). These dietary 

data, combined with information about bears' condition, reproduction, and fitness will ultimately 

help managers protect the most vital dietary resources for the continued success of brown bears 

in Alaska.
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The collective work presented in this dissertation advances the understanding of Alaskan 

brown bear dietary ecology from the broad population level knowledge of annual diets to 

patterns of individual bears at finer-scale seasonal resolution. The novel framework for 

determining degrees of generalism and specialism within individuals and across populations has 

the potential to dramatically expand our knowledge of the dietary habits of brown bears and their 

adaptability in the face of climate change and other potential stressors. Wildlife managers can 

use the tools presented to monitor bear diets and determine the most important seasonal sources 

of nutrition with resolution down to the individual level. Some management agencies have 

successfully used stable isotopes to delineate essential habitat and food sources (Walter et al. 

2014). Hopkins et al. (2014) used bear hair to identify bears that foraged next to railways (eating 

train killed ungulates and potentially sulfur from pellets), using isotopic analysis as a means to 

identify bears impacted by development. This work expands on this potential by improving the 

monitoring tools associated with isotopic analyses.

Ultimately, this work may help to demystify the habits of brown bears and enhance the 

public knowledge of this species. The collective data of this dissertation and other researchers 

previously cited shows that many bear populations have a largely plant-based diet, contrasting 

with public perception of brown bears as being largely carnivorous. The scientific name for the 

‘grizzly bear,' Ursus arctos horribilis, betrays the human perception of brown bears as being 

dangerous and fearsome. Improvements in stable isotope dietary modeling may help 

communities and managers better understand the degree to which bears predate on livestock or 

utilize anthropogenic food sources in campgrounds and other areas of human-bear interaction. A 

fuller understanding of brown bears' behaviors and habits is the best tool that conservationists 

have to help enhance positive human-bear interactions and mitigate negative interactions.
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Humanity's association with and mythology surrounding brown bears likely dates into 

prehistory. The state flag of Alaska depicts the Big Dipper, also known as Ursa Major or The 

Great Bear. This work strives to better understand brown bears so that many future generations 

of Alaskans and other peoples can continue to protect, observe, and stand in awe of these truly 

unique and breathtaking creatures.
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Appendix

Dietary proportions for individual bears for each sampling year. Years are given as the year of hair 

growth; for example, if a whole hair of typical full-season length is was collected in the spring of one year 

(e.g. 2014), the hair is assumed to be from the previous year (2013). Site abbreviations are as follows:

GAAR - Gates of the Arctic Nation Park and Preserve, KATM - Katmai National Park and Preserve,

KOD - Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge, LACL - Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, NEL - 

Nelchina River Basin.

Site Bear ID Year Source Mean Proportion of Diet S.D.
GAAR 14001 2013 Plants 0.608 0.043
GAAR 14001 2013 Salmon 0.317 0.033
GAAR 14001 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.075 0.039
GAAR 14002 2013 Plants 0.366 0.105

GAAR 14002 2013 Salmon 0.507 0.071

GAAR 14002 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.127 0.121
GAAR 14003 2013 Plants 0.341 0.094
GAAR 14003 2013 Salmon 0.503 0.09
GAAR 14003 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.156 0.144
GAAR 14003 2014 Plants 0.475 0.076
GAAR 14003 2014 Salmon 0.488 0.061
GAAR 14003 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.037 0.049
GAAR 14004 2013 Plants 0.382 0.136
GAAR 14004 2013 Salmon 0.427 0.092
GAAR 14004 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.191 0.176
GAAR 14005 2013 Plants 0.382 0.123
GAAR 14005 2013 Salmon 0.46 0.082
GAAR 14005 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.159 0.15
GAAR 14006 2013 Plants 0.846 0.073
GAAR 14006 2013 Salmon 0.064 0.028
GAAR 14006 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.091 0.081
GAAR 14006 2014 Plants 0.935 0.026
GAAR 14006 2014 Salmon 0.048 0.02

GAAR 14006 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.017 0.022
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GAAR 14007 2013 Plants 0.512 0.144
GAAR 14007 2013 Salmon 0.273 0.075
GAAR 14007 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.216 0.187
GAAR 14008 2013 Plants 0.907 0.052
GAAR 14008 2013 Salmon 0.044 0.022
GAAR 14008 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.05 0.051
GAAR 14008 2014 Plants 0.96 0.019
GAAR 14008 2014 Salmon 0.032 0.016
GAAR 14008 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.009 0.012
GAAR 14009 2013 Plants 0.492 0.122
GAAR 14009 2013 Salmon 0.39 0.086
GAAR 14009 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.118 0.122
GAAR 14010 2013 Plants 0.487 0.114
GAAR 14010 2013 Salmon 0.421 0.091
GAAR 14010 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.092 0.09
GAAR 14011 2013 Plants 0.479 0.062
GAAR 14011 2013 Salmon 0.478 0.056
GAAR 14011 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.043 0.039
GAAR 14011 2014 Plants 0.589 0.05
GAAR 14011 2014 Salmon 0.403 0.049
GAAR 14011 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.008 0.009
GAAR 14012 2013 Plants 0.746 0.067
GAAR 14012 2013 Salmon 0.201 0.053
GAAR 14012 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.053 0.049
GAAR 14013 2013 Plants 0.447 0.076
GAAR 14013 2013 Salmon 0.5 0.072
GAAR 14013 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.054 0.05
GAAR 14013 2014 Plants 0.56 0.058
GAAR 14013 2014 Salmon 0.43 0.057
GAAR 14013 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.01 0.012
GAAR 14014 2013 Plants 0.42 0.106
GAAR 14014 2013 Salmon 0.503 0.09
GAAR 14014 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.077 0.076
GAAR 14015 2013 Plants 0.402 0.131
GAAR 14015 2013 Salmon 0.446 0.102
GAAR 14015 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.153 0.151
GAAR 14016 2013 Plants 0.353 0.075
GAAR 14016 2013 Salmon 0.551 0.074
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GAAR 14016 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.096 0.094
GAAR 14016 2014 Plants 0.472 0.063
GAAR 14016 2014 Salmon 0.508 0.058
GAAR 14016 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.02 0.026
GAAR 14016 2015 Plants 0.346 0.071
GAAR 14016 2015 Salmon 0.574 0.072
GAAR 14016 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.08 0.08
GAAR 14017 2013 Plants 0.834 0.054
GAAR 14017 2013 Salmon 0.114 0.035
GAAR 14017 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.052 0.052
GAAR 14017 2014 Plants 0.907 0.028
GAAR 14017 2014 Salmon 0.084 0.027
GAAR 14017 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.009 0.011
GAAR 14018 2013 Plants 0.496 0.102
GAAR 14018 2013 Salmon 0.433 0.085
GAAR 14018 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.071 0.07
GAAR 14019 2013 Plants 0.822 0.05
GAAR 14019 2013 Salmon 0.142 0.042
GAAR 14019 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.036 0.033
GAAR 14019 2014 Plants 0.889 0.033
GAAR 14019 2014 Salmon 0.105 0.032
GAAR 14019 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.006 0.008
GAAR 14020 2013 Plants 0.65 0.059
GAAR 14020 2013 Salmon 0.31 0.05
GAAR 14020 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.04 0.039
GAAR 14020 2015 Plants 0.644 0.05
GAAR 14020 2015 Salmon 0.323 0.042
GAAR 14020 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.033 0.031
GAAR 14021 2013 Plants 0.606 0.056
GAAR 14021 2013 Salmon 0.338 0.04
GAAR 14021 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.056 0.054
GAAR 14021 2014 Plants 0.716 0.043
GAAR 14021 2014 Salmon 0.274 0.041
GAAR 14021 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.01 0.013
GAAR 14021 2015 Plants 0.598 0.056
GAAR 14021 2015 Salmon 0.354 0.047
GAAR 14021 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.049 0.048
GAAR 14022 2013 Plants 0.901 0.049
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GAAR 14022 2013 Salmon 0.052 0.024
GAAR 14022 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.048 0.047
GAAR 14022 2014 Plants 0.954 0.021
GAAR 14022 2014 Salmon 0.038 0.018
GAAR 14022 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.008 0.012
GAAR 14023 2013 Plants 0.586 0.082
GAAR 14023 2013 Salmon 0.338 0.061
GAAR 14023 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.076 0.073
GAAR 14024 2013 Plants 0.881 0.042
GAAR 14024 2013 Salmon 0.077 0.027
GAAR 14024 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.042 0.041
GAAR 14024 2014 Plants 0.937 0.02
GAAR 14024 2014 Salmon 0.055 0.02
GAAR 14024 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.007 0.01
GAAR 14024 2015 Plants 0.884 0.037
GAAR 14024 2015 Salmon 0.08 0.026
GAAR 14024 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.035 0.035
GAAR 14025 2013 Plants 0.362 0.119
GAAR 14025 2013 Salmon 0.501 0.094
GAAR 14025 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.137 0.135
GAAR 14026 2013 Plants 0.638 0.074
GAAR 14026 2013 Salmon 0.284 0.051
GAAR 14026 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.078 0.072
GAAR 14027 2013 Plants 0.777 0.063
GAAR 14027 2013 Salmon 0.188 0.055
GAAR 14027 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.035 0.031
GAAR 14028 2013 Plants 0.537 0.089
GAAR 14028 2013 Salmon 0.388 0.067
GAAR 14028 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.075 0.073
GAAR 14029 2013 Plants 0.846 0.074
GAAR 14029 2013 Salmon 0.06 0.025
GAAR 14029 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.094 0.085
GAAR 14029 2014 Plants 0.94 0.021
GAAR 14029 2014 Salmon 0.044 0.017
GAAR 14029 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.016 0.019
GAAR 14029 2015 Plants 0.859 0.057
GAAR 14029 2015 Salmon 0.063 0.025
GAAR 14029 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.077 0.067
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GAAR 14030 2013 Plants 0.53 0.062
GAAR 14030 2013 Salmon 0.412 0.051
GAAR 14030 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.058 0.057
GAAR 14030 2014 Plants 0.646 0.048
GAAR 14030 2014 Salmon 0.343 0.045
GAAR 14030 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.011 0.014
GAAR 14030 2015 Plants 0.523 0.054
GAAR 14030 2015 Salmon 0.43 0.046
GAAR 14030 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.047 0.044
GAAR 14031 2013 Plants 0.327 0.072
GAAR 14031 2013 Salmon 0.587 0.07
GAAR 14031 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.086 0.081
GAAR 14031 2014 Plants 0.439 0.067
GAAR 14031 2014 Salmon 0.543 0.062
GAAR 14031 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.018 0.022
GAAR 14032 2013 Plants 0.865 0.063
GAAR 14032 2013 Salmon 0.053 0.023
GAAR 14032 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.082 0.07
GAAR 14032 2014 Plants 0.945 0.023
GAAR 14032 2014 Salmon 0.04 0.017
GAAR 14032 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.015 0.02
GAAR 14032 2015 Plants 0.871 0.056
GAAR 14032 2015 Salmon 0.057 0.024
GAAR 14032 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.071 0.063
GAAR 14033 2013 Plants 0.894 0.049
GAAR 14033 2013 Salmon 0.053 0.025
GAAR 14033 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.053 0.05
GAAR 14034 2013 Plants 0.74 0.094
GAAR 14034 2013 Salmon 0.064 0.032
GAAR 14034 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.196 0.116
GAAR 14034 2014 Plants 0.907 0.035
GAAR 14034 2014 Salmon 0.052 0.023
GAAR 14034 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.041 0.039
GAAR 14035 2013 Plants 0.87 0.059
GAAR 14035 2013 Salmon 0.062 0.029
GAAR 14035 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.068 0.063
GAAR 15001 2014 Plants 0.355 0.086
GAAR 15001 2014 Salmon 0.625 0.082
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GAAR 15001 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.02 0.029
GAAR 15001 2015 Plants 0.251 0.074
GAAR 15001 2015 Salmon 0.676 0.08
GAAR 15001 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.073 0.077
GAAR 15003 2014 Plants 0.955 0.021
GAAR 15003 2014 Salmon 0.033 0.016
GAAR 15003 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.011 0.016
GAAR 15003 2015 Plants 0.892 0.062
GAAR 15003 2015 Salmon 0.048 0.024
GAAR 15003 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.059 0.064
GAAR 15004 2014 Plants 0.939 0.031
GAAR 15004 2014 Salmon 0.049 0.024
GAAR 15004 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.012 0.02
GAAR 15005 2014 Plants 0.948 0.031
GAAR 15005 2014 Salmon 0.043 0.026
GAAR 15005 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.009 0.015
GAAR 15006 2014 Plants 0.933 0.027
GAAR 15006 2014 Salmon 0.049 0.02
GAAR 15006 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.018 0.023
GAAR 15006 2015 Plants 0.845 0.071
GAAR 15006 2015 Salmon 0.07 0.029
GAAR 15006 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.085 0.08
GAAR 15007 2014 Plants 0.953 0.027
GAAR 15007 2014 Salmon 0.038 0.022
GAAR 15007 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.009 0.015
GAAR 15008 2014 Plants 0.783 0.047
GAAR 15008 2014 Salmon 0.2 0.043
GAAR 15008 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.018 0.025
GAAR 15009 2014 Plants 0.925 0.024
GAAR 15009 2014 Salmon 0.064 0.022
GAAR 15009 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.011 0.014
GAAR 15009 2015 Plants 0.851 0.053
GAAR 15009 2015 Salmon 0.091 0.03
GAAR 15009 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.058 0.058
GAAR 16001 2015 Plants 0.815 0.08
GAAR 16001 2015 Salmon 0.079 0.035
GAAR 16001 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.107 0.095
GAAR 16002 2015 Plants 0.287 0.106
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GAAR 16002 2015 Salmon 0.602 0.099
GAAR 16002 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.111 0.114
GAAR 16003 2015 Plants 0.865 0.059
GAAR 16003 2015 Salmon 0.063 0.027
GAAR 16003 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.073 0.067
GAAR 16004 2015 Plants 0.871 0.06
GAAR 16004 2015 Salmon 0.065 0.03
GAAR 16004 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.063 0.062
GAAR 16005 2015 Plants 0.274 0.104
GAAR 16005 2015 Salmon 0.632 0.106
GAAR 16005 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.093 0.099
GAAR 16006 2015 Plants 0.331 0.107
GAAR 16006 2015 Salmon 0.58 0.099
GAAR 16006 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.089 0.094
GAAR 16007 2015 Plants 0.891 0.054
GAAR 16007 2015 Salmon 0.06 0.03
GAAR 16007 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.049 0.051
GAAR 16008 2015 Plants 0.866 0.05
GAAR 16008 2015 Salmon 0.083 0.033
GAAR 16008 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.051 0.05
GAAR 16009 2015 Plants 0.21 0.097
GAAR 16009 2015 Salmon 0.72 0.109
GAAR 16009 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.07 0.078
KATM 15 2014 Bivalve 0.023 0.022
KATM 15 2014 Flatfish 0.067 0.036
KATM 15 2014 Plants 0.743 0.047
KATM 15 2014 Salmon 0.167 0.055
KATM 16 2015 Bivalve 0.015 0.023
KATM 16 2015 Flatfish 0.078 0.067
KATM 16 2015 Plants 0.742 0.062
KATM 16 2015 Salmon 0.165 0.099
KATM 16 2016 Bivalve 0.018 0.025
KATM 16 2016 Flatfish 0.044 0.042
KATM 16 2016 Plants 0.734 0.063
KATM 16 2016 Salmon 0.204 0.085
KATM 17 2016 Bivalve 0.021 0.029
KATM 17 2016 Flatfish 0.057 0.06
KATM 17 2016 Plants 0.653 0.086
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KATM 17 2016 Salmon 0.269 0.115
KATM 25 2014 Bivalve 0.03 0.042
KATM 25 2014 Flatfish 0.067 0.055
KATM 25 2014 Plants 0.769 0.073
KATM 25 2014 Salmon 0.133 0.083

KATM 26 2015 Bivalve 0.015 0.023
KATM 26 2015 Flatfish 0.069 0.06
KATM 26 2015 Plants 0.799 0.076
KATM 26 2015 Salmon 0.117 0.085
KATM 27 2016 Bivalve 0.024 0.033

KATM 27 2016 Flatfish 0.07 0.08

KATM 27 2016 Plants 0.462 0.084

KATM 27 2016 Salmon 0.444 0.141
KATM 36 2015 Bivalve 0.03 0.046
KATM 36 2015 Flatfish 0.18 0.133

KATM 36 2015 Plants 0.473 0.082

KATM 36 2015 Salmon 0.317 0.196
KATM 37 2016 Bivalve 0.029 0.042
KATM 37 2016 Flatfish 0.08 0.084
KATM 37 2016 Plants 0.441 0.076
KATM 37 2016 Salmon 0.45 0.139

KATM 37 2017 Bivalve 0.027 0.039
KATM 37 2017 Flatfish 0.089 0.096
KATM 37 2017 Plants 0.462 0.086
KATM 37 2017 Salmon 0.422 0.159

KATM 46 2015 Bivalve 0.026 0.041
KATM 46 2015 Flatfish 0.143 0.109
KATM 46 2015 Plants 0.595 0.065
KATM 46 2015 Salmon 0.236 0.147

KATM 46 2016 Bivalve 0.03 0.041
KATM 46 2016 Flatfish 0.081 0.072

KATM 46 2016 Plants 0.6 0.066
KATM 46 2016 Salmon 0.289 0.117
KATM 46 2017 Bivalve 0.028 0.04

KATM 46 2017 Flatfish 0.084 0.074

KATM 46 2017 Plants 0.62 0.073

KATM 46 2017 Salmon 0.267 0.123
KATM 47 2016 Bivalve 0.028 0.045
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KATM 47 2016 Flatfish 0.068 0.078
KATM 47 2016 Plants 0.59 0.173
KATM 47 2016 Salmon 0.314 0.184
KATM 55 2014 Bivalve 0.028 0.036
KATM 55 2014 Flatfish 0.063 0.049
KATM 55 2014 Plants 0.76 0.064
KATM 55 2014 Salmon 0.149 0.081
KATM 55 2015 Bivalve 0.02 0.031
KATM 55 2015 Flatfish 0.09 0.077
KATM 55 2015 Plants 0.71 0.073
KATM 55 2015 Salmon 0.18 0.114
KATM 56 2015 Bivalve 0.022 0.033
KATM 56 2015 Flatfish 0.118 0.104
KATM 56 2015 Plants 0.566 0.077
KATM 56 2015 Salmon 0.294 0.151
KATM 56 2016 Bivalve 0.026 0.038
KATM 56 2016 Flatfish 0.068 0.071
KATM 56 2016 Plants 0.542 0.079
KATM 56 2016 Salmon 0.364 0.129
KATM 57 2016 Bivalve 0.016 0.023
KATM 57 2016 Flatfish 0.034 0.035
KATM 57 2016 Plants 0.795 0.065
KATM 57 2016 Salmon 0.154 0.073
KATM 57 2017 Bivalve 0.016 0.025
KATM 57 2017 Flatfish 0.037 0.038
KATM 57 2017 Plants 0.805 0.064
KATM 57 2017 Salmon 0.141 0.075
KATM 65 2014 Bivalve 0.039 0.049
KATM 65 2014 Flatfish 0.083 0.069
KATM 65 2014 Plants 0.616 0.076
KATM 65 2014 Salmon 0.263 0.114
KATM 66 2015 Bivalve 0.018 0.027
KATM 66 2015 Flatfish 0.079 0.065
KATM 66 2015 Plants 0.764 0.059
KATM 66 2015 Salmon 0.139 0.087
KATM 66 2016 Bivalve 0.022 0.032
KATM 66 2016 Flatfish 0.046 0.043
KATM 66 2016 Plants 0.758 0.064
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KATM 66 2016 Salmon 0.174 0.081
KATM 75 2014 Bivalve 0.058 0.072
KATM 75 2014 Flatfish 0.198 0.137
KATM 75 2014 Plants 0.325 0.074
KATM 75 2014 Salmon 0.419 0.175
KATM 76 2015 Bivalve 0.031 0.04
KATM 76 2015 Flatfish 0.118 0.102
KATM 76 2015 Plants 0.477 0.083
KATM 76 2015 Salmon 0.373 0.16
KATM 76 2016 Bivalve 0.047 0.067
KATM 76 2016 Flatfish 0.074 0.08
KATM 76 2016 Plants 0.424 0.064
KATM 76 2016 Salmon 0.456 0.136
KATM 77 2016 Bivalve 0.022 0.033
KATM 77 2016 Flatfish 0.053 0.056
KATM 77 2016 Plants 0.671 0.106
KATM 77 2016 Salmon 0.253 0.122
KATM 85 2014 Bivalve 0.069 0.093
KATM 85 2014 Flatfish 0.363 0.187
KATM 85 2014 Plants 0.182 0.069
KATM 85 2014 Salmon 0.387 0.199
KATM 86 2015 Bivalve 0.014 0.019
KATM 86 2015 Flatfish 0.094 0.081
KATM 86 2015 Plants 0.669 0.065
KATM 86 2015 Salmon 0.223 0.124
KATM 86 2016 Bivalve 0.02 0.032
KATM 86 2016 Flatfish 0.06 0.067
KATM 86 2016 Plants 0.635 0.084
KATM 86 2016 Salmon 0.284 0.127
KATM 87 2016 Bivalve 0.031 0.044
KATM 87 2016 Flatfish 0.059 0.057
KATM 87 2016 Plants 0.679 0.064
KATM 87 2016 Salmon 0.231 0.096
KATM 87 2017 Bivalve 0.029 0.042
KATM 87 2017 Flatfish 0.062 0.06
KATM 87 2017 Plants 0.695 0.07
KATM 87 2017 Salmon 0.213 0.103
KATM 95 2014 Bivalve 0.019 0.025
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KATM 95 2014 Flatfish 0.051 0.039
KATM 95 2014 Plants 0.808 0.053
KATM 95 2014 Salmon 0.122 0.064
KATM 95 2015 Bivalve 0.014 0.021
KATM 95 2015 Flatfish 0.076 0.066
KATM 95 2015 Plants 0.757 0.061
KATM 95 2015 Salmon 0.153 0.099
KATM 96 2015 Bivalve 0.015 0.024
KATM 96 2015 Flatfish 0.059 0.049
KATM 96 2015 Plants 0.805 0.059
KATM 96 2015 Salmon 0.121 0.075
KATM 97 2016 Bivalve 0.016 0.021
KATM 97 2016 Flatfish 0.039 0.038
KATM 97 2016 Plants 0.803 0.065
KATM 97 2016 Salmon 0.143 0.073
KATM 97 2017 Bivalve 0.018 0.029
KATM 97 2017 Flatfish 0.049 0.054
KATM 97 2017 Plants 0.797 0.074
KATM 97 2017 Salmon 0.137 0.089
KATM 105 2014 Bivalve 0.025 0.033
KATM 105 2014 Flatfish 0.056 0.046
KATM 105 2014 Plants 0.797 0.069
KATM 105 2014 Salmon 0.121 0.073
KATM 106 2015 Bivalve 0.018 0.03
KATM 106 2015 Flatfish 0.137 0.097
KATM 106 2015 Plants 0.697 0.062
KATM 106 2015 Salmon 0.148 0.121
KATM 106 2016 Bivalve 0.021 0.028
KATM 106 2016 Flatfish 0.075 0.059
KATM 106 2016 Plants 0.73 0.069
KATM 106 2016 Salmon 0.174 0.097
KATM 115 2015 Bivalve 0.015 0.022
KATM 115 2015 Flatfish 0.058 0.047
KATM 115 2015 Plants 0.822 0.053
KATM 115 2015 Salmon 0.106 0.068
KATM 116 2016 Bivalve 0.028 0.041
KATM 116 2016 Flatfish 0.094 0.091
KATM 116 2016 Plants 0.579 0.087
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KATM 116 2016 Salmon 0.3 0.153
KOD 532 2013 Plants 0.022 0.019
KOD 532 2013 Salmon 0.735 0.052
KOD 532 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.242 0.057
KOD 554 2013 Plants 0.032 0.046
KOD 554 2013 Salmon 0.399 0.093
KOD 554 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.569 0.121
KOD 574 2013 Plants 0.058 0.063
KOD 574 2013 Salmon 0.578 0.072
KOD 574 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.364 0.12
KOD 575 2013 Plants 0.011 0.014
KOD 575 2013 Salmon 0.047 0.026
KOD 575 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.942 0.031
KOD 576 2013 Plants 0.029 0.033
KOD 576 2013 Salmon 0.762 0.072
KOD 576 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.209 0.082
KOD 577 2013 Plants 0.019 0.021
KOD 577 2013 Salmon 0.837 0.065
KOD 577 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.144 0.068
KOD 578 2013 Plants 0.024 0.027
KOD 578 2013 Salmon 0.818 0.069
KOD 578 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.159 0.074
KOD 579 2013 Plants 0.038 0.045
KOD 579 2013 Salmon 0.651 0.07
KOD 579 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.311 0.097
KOD 580 2013 Plants 0.022 0.025
KOD 580 2013 Salmon 0.77 0.088
KOD 580 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.208 0.094
KOD 581 2013 Plants 0.021 0.024
KOD 581 2013 Salmon 0.78 0.087
KOD 581 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.199 0.092
KOD 582 2013 Plants 0.059 0.083
KOD 582 2013 Salmon 0.333 0.106
KOD 582 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.608 0.174
KOD 583 2013 Plants 0.044 0.052
KOD 583 2013 Salmon 0.601 0.077
KOD 583 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.355 0.11
KOD 584 2013 Plants 0.014 0.016
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KOD 584 2013 Salmon 0.881 0.053
KOD 584 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.105 0.054
KOD 585 2013 Plants 0.02 0.023
KOD 585 2013 Salmon 0.836 0.072
KOD 585 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.144 0.074
KOD 586 2013 Plants 0.014 0.017
KOD 586 2013 Salmon 0.88 0.062
KOD 586 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.106 0.062
KOD 588 2013 Plants 0.055 0.074
KOD 588 2013 Salmon 0.45 0.096
KOD 588 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.495 0.153
LACL 403 2014 Plants 0.356 0.054
LACL 403 2014 Salmon 0.596 0.048
LACL 403 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.048 0.04
LACL 404 2014 Plants 0.533 0.114
LACL 404 2014 Salmon 0.373 0.079
LACL 404 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.094 0.131
LACL 405 2014 Plants 0.823 0.092
LACL 405 2014 Salmon 0.09 0.039
LACL 405 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.087 0.1
LACL 405 2015 Plants 0.8 0.109
LACL 405 2015 Salmon 0.1 0.043
LACL 405 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.099 0.122
LACL 406 2014 Plants 0.15 0.074
LACL 406 2014 Salmon 0.806 0.081
LACL 406 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.044 0.055
LACL 407 2014 Plants 0.705 0.102
LACL 407 2014 Salmon 0.194 0.055
LACL 407 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.101 0.126
LACL 407 2015 Plants 0.675 0.118
LACL 407 2015 Salmon 0.212 0.06
LACL 407 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.113 0.15
LACL 408 2014 Plants 0.215 0.088
LACL 408 2014 Salmon 0.732 0.088
LACL 408 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.052 0.065
LACL 409 2014 Plants 0.125 0.063
LACL 409 2014 Salmon 0.834 0.07
LACL 409 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.041 0.05
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LACL 410 2014 Plants 0.239 0.068
LACL 410 2014 Salmon 0.72 0.062
LACL 410 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.041 0.051
LACL 410 2015 Plants 0.216 0.064
LACL 410 2015 Salmon 0.744 0.058
LACL 410 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.04 0.054
LACL 411 2014 Plants 0.319 0.093
LACL 411 2014 Salmon 0.651 0.087
LACL 411 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.03 0.037
LACL 412 2014 Plants 0.216 0.077
LACL 412 2014 Salmon 0.738 0.074
LACL 412 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.046 0.058
LACL 413 2014 Plants 0.142 0.063
LACL 413 2014 Salmon 0.809 0.067
LACL 413 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.049 0.058
LACL 414 2014 Plants 0.135 0.06
LACL 414 2014 Salmon 0.822 0.067
LACL 414 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.043 0.053
LACL 415 2014 Plants 0.344 0.099
LACL 415 2014 Salmon 0.57 0.077
LACL 415 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.086 0.107
LACL 416 2015 Plants 0.391 0.091
LACL 416 2015 Salmon 0.545 0.066
LACL 416 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.064 0.101
LACL 417 2014 Plants 0.318 0.081
LACL 417 2014 Salmon 0.606 0.062
LACL 417 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.076 0.099
LACL 417 2015 Plants 0.292 0.073
LACL 417 2015 Salmon 0.64 0.053
LACL 417 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.068 0.084
LACL 418 2014 Plants 0.181 0.089
LACL 418 2014 Salmon 0.767 0.095
LACL 418 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.052 0.065
LACL 419 2014 Plants 0.667 0.131
LACL 419 2014 Salmon 0.261 0.097
LACL 419 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.072 0.116
LACL 420 2014 Plants 0.819 0.091
LACL 420 2014 Salmon 0.115 0.049
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LACL 420 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.066 0.091
LACL 421 2014 Plants 0.193 0.08
LACL 421 2014 Salmon 0.738 0.08
LACL 421 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.068 0.077
LACL 421 2016 Plants 0.217 0.106
LACL 421 2016 Salmon 0.676 0.101
LACL 421 2016 Terrestrial Animals 0.107 0.126

LACL 422 2014 Plants 0.821 0.09
LACL 422 2014 Salmon 0.113 0.05
LACL 422 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.066 0.089

LACL 423 2014 Plants 0.225 0.067

LACL 423 2014 Salmon 0.715 0.054

LACL 423 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.06 0.069
LACL 423 2015 Plants 0.204 0.066
LACL 423 2015 Salmon 0.736 0.057

LACL 423 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.061 0.078

LACL 424 2014 Plants 0.318 0.067
LACL 424 2014 Salmon 0.649 0.059
LACL 424 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.033 0.041
LACL 424 2015 Plants 0.289 0.064
LACL 424 2015 Salmon 0.676 0.058
LACL 424 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.035 0.053
LACL 425 2014 Plants 0.859 0.074
LACL 425 2014 Salmon 0.095 0.047
LACL 425 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.045 0.063

LACL 426 2014 Plants 0.869 0.068
LACL 426 2014 Salmon 0.086 0.042
LACL 426 2014 Terrestrial Animals 0.045 0.06
LACL 516 2015 Plants 0.573 0.107
LACL 516 2015 Salmon 0.366 0.074
LACL 516 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.061 0.119

LACL 520 2015 Plants 0.315 0.101
LACL 520 2015 Salmon 0.604 0.08
LACL 520 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.081 0.11

LACL 521 2015 Plants 0.233 0.082

LACL 521 2015 Salmon 0.72 0.074

LACL 521 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.047 0.065
LACL 522 2015 Plants 0.703 0.11
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LACL 522 2015 Salmon 0.224 0.069
LACL 522 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.074 0.12
LACL 601 2015 Plants 0.589 0.127
LACL 601 2015 Salmon 0.318 0.072
LACL 601 2015 Terrestrial Animals 0.093 0.16
NEL N16 2013 Plants 0.595 0.093
NEL N16 2013 Salmon 0.029 0.024
NEL N16 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.377 0.109
NEL N17 2013 Plants 0.68 0.101
NEL N17 2013 Salmon 0.025 0.024
NEL N17 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.295 0.116
NEL N19 2013 Plants 0.836 0.081
NEL N19 2013 Salmon 0.015 0.015
NEL N19 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.149 0.084
NEL N24 2013 Plants 0.681 0.11
NEL N24 2013 Salmon 0.028 0.028
NEL N24 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.291 0.126
NEL N26 2013 Plants 0.616 0.151
NEL N26 2013 Salmon 0.029 0.03
NEL N26 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.355 0.166
NEL N27 2013 Plants 0.765 0.099
NEL N27 2013 Salmon 0.017 0.016
NEL N27 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.218 0.105
NEL N28 2013 Plants 0.775 0.102
NEL N28 2013 Salmon 0.018 0.018
NEL N28 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.206 0.11
NEL N29 2013 Plants 0.592 0.116
NEL N29 2013 Salmon 0.025 0.027
NEL N29 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.383 0.135
NEL N30 2013 Plants 0.595 0.12
NEL N30 2013 Salmon 0.02 0.022
NEL N30 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.386 0.133
NEL N31 2013 Plants 0.786 0.097
NEL N31 2013 Salmon 0.021 0.02
NEL N31 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.193 0.105
NEL N32 2013 Plants 0.341 0.131
NEL N32 2013 Salmon 0.025 0.03
NEL N32 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.634 0.153
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NEL N33 2013 Plants 0.53 0.134
NEL N33 2013 Salmon 0.047 0.044
NEL N33 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.423 0.171
NEL N34 2013 Plants 0.648 0.108
NEL N34 2013 Salmon 0.03 0.028
NEL N34 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.323 0.127
NEL N35 2013 Plants 0.601 0.116
NEL N35 2013 Salmon 0.036 0.034
NEL N35 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.363 0.141
NEL N6007 2013 Plants 0.796 0.086
NEL N6007 2013 Salmon 0.019 0.019
NEL N6007 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.184 0.093
NEL N6041 2013 Plants 0.598 0.117
NEL N6041 2013 Salmon 0.038 0.036
NEL N6041 2013 Terrestrial Animals 0.365 0.145
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